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The Sounds of Ôrëńos 
 

 Each of the basic sounds of the Ôrëńos language are listed below, using the International 

Phonetic Alphabet (IPA) transcription system. To hear these sounds pronounced in a standardized 

format, you can find an interactive IPA chart here: http://www.ipachart.com/ (last visited February 15, 

2023). Aspirants are pronounced in a lower or softer tone of voice than unaspirated consonants and 

vowels. The Ôrëńos consonant inventory consists of 26 sounds, while the vowel inventory consists of 

14 basic vowels with some additional pronunciations. 

 

• O: /ɑ/ This sound is similar to the <o> in the English word ‘sock’ or ‘bottle’. When /ɔ/ is 

the first or last sound in a word, or when it is immediately followed by /s/, it is instead pronounced as 

[o], which is similar to the <oe> in the English word ‘toe’ or the <o> in ‘so’. 

• Ô: /ɔ/ This sound is found in some dialects of English, such as those in New England; it 

is similar to the <o> in the English word ‘or’ or ‘bore’, or the <aw> in the English word ‘paw’ or 

‘sawn’. 

• L: /l/ This sound is similar to the <l> in the English words ‘like’ or ‘lab’, or the <ll> 

English words ‘well’ or ‘hill’, which have slightly different articulations in English (the <ll> examples 

being produced further back in the mouth than the <l> examples), but that is not an important 

distinction in this language. 

• H: /h/ This sound is similar to the <h> in the English word ‘hotel’ or ‘inhabit’. 

• P: /p/ The sound /p/ is similar to the <p> in the English word ‘applause’ or ‘ship’. 

• B: /b/ The sound /b/ is similar to the <b> in the English word ‘base’ or ‘table’. 

• Ŕ: /rh/ The sound /rh/ is not found in English, but is similar to the /r/ above except that 

it is followed by an extra burst of air. Some speakers realize this sound as an [ɹ], described below, with 

an additional burst of air—similar to a quiet or whispered <r> in words like ‘red’ or ‘round’. 

• Ŗ: /r/ The sound /r/ is rolled as found in the Scottish dialect of English or in Spanish. 

• R: /ɹ/ This is the typical <r> produced by English speakers in a word like ‘red’ or ‘rust’. 

At the end of a word, /ɹ/̩ is occasionally found in English when <r> functions like the head of a syllable, 

http://www.ipachart.com/


such as the <er> in ‘butter’ or ‘earth’. It is produced the same as /ɹ/, but is slightly louder and longer 

than /ɹ/. 

• Ü: /ju/ This sound is similar to the <ue> in the English word ‘fuel’ or ‘fuse’. 

• Ū: /u/ This sound is similar to the <oo> in the English word ‘boot’ or ‘loop’. 

• U:  /ʌ/ This sound is similar to the <u> in the English word ‘but’ or ‘cut’. 

• Ë: /ɛh/ This sound is not typically found in English; it is produced the same as the /ɛ/ 

vowel, but the sound drops off halfway through as if the second half of the vowel is replaced by an 

/h/. 

• Ê:  /eh/ This sound is not typically found in English; it is produced the same as the /e/ 

vowel, but the sound drops off halfway through as if the second half of the vowel is replaced by an 

/h/. 

• Ē:  /i/ This sound is similar to the <ee> in the English word ‘sheet’ or ‘feet’. 

• E: /ɛ/ This sound is similar to the <e> in the English word ‘bed’ or ‘temp’. 

• K: /k/ The sound /k/ is similar to the <k> in the English word ‘sketch’ or ‘bleak’. 

• Ń: /nh/ The sound /nh/ is not typically found in English; it is produced in the same manner 

as /n/ but with an extra burst of air following the consonant, similar to how you might produce a 

sequence like <nh>. 

• N: /n/ The sound /n/ is similar to the <n> in the English word ‘no’ or ‘sun’. 

• M: /m/ The sound /m/ is similar to the <m> in the English word ‘make’ or ‘sum’. 

• Y: /j/ This sound is similar to the <y> in the English word ‘yellow’ or ‘yes’ and is 

sometimes combined with the /u/ vowel and written as a single letter (<ü>), which has the sound of 

the English word ‘you’ rather than <oo> as in ‘boot’. 

• Ä: [ah] When /ɑ/ is the last sound in a word, it is instead pronounced as [ah], which is 

similar to the <a> in father, but, like other aspirated vowels in the language, the sound drops off 

halfway through as if the second half of the vowel is replaced by an /h/. 

• Ā: /e/ This sound is similar to the <ay> in the English word ‘say’ or ‘bay’. 

• A: /ʌ/ This sound is similar to the <u> in the English word ‘but’ or ‘cut’. It appears 

whenever <a> begins or ends a word. /æ/ This sound is similar to the <a> in the English word ‘bat’ or 

‘catch’. It appears whenever an unaccented <a> appears within a word. 

• F: /f/ This sound is similar to the <f> in the English word ‘full’ or ‘wolf’. 



• TH: /θ/ This sound is similar to the <th> in the English word ‘think’ or ‘bath’. 

• CH: /ʧ/ This sound is similar to the <ch> in the English word ‘church’. 

• T: /t/ The sound /t/ is similar to the <t> in the English word ‘bat’ or ‘step’. 

• Ï:  /ih/ This sound is not typically found in English; it is produced the same as the /i/ 

vowel, but the sound drops off halfway through as if the second half of the vowel is replaced by an 

/h/. 

• Î: /ɪh/ This sound is not typically found in English; it is produced the same as the /ɪ/ 

vowel, but the sound drops off halfway through as if the second half of the vowel is replaced by an 

/h/. 

• Ī: /aɪ/ This sound is similar to the <i> in the English word ‘abide’ or ‘ride’. 

• I: /ɪ/ This sound is similar to the <i> in the English word ‘ship’ or ‘ninja’. 

• DH: /ð/ This sound is similar to the <th> in the English word ‘this’ or ‘bathe’. 

• J: /ʤ/ This sound is similar to the <j> and the <dge> in the English word ‘judge’. 

• D: /d/ The sound /d/ is similar to the <d> in the English word ‘bad’ or ‘deep’. 

• Z: /z/ The sound /z/ is similar to the <z> in the English word ‘zed’ or ‘zip’. 

• V: /v/ This sound is similar to the <v> in the English word ‘very’ or ‘glaive’. 

• G: /ɡ/ The sound /ɡ/ is similar to the <g> in the English word ‘give’ or ‘tag’. 

• Ś: /ʃ/ This sound is similar to the <sh> in the English word ‘ship’ or ‘dish’. 

• Ş: /sh/ This sound is not typically found in English; it is produced in the same manner as 

/s/ but is followed by an extra burst of air similar to the /nh/ and the /rh/ described above. 

• S: /s/ This sound is similar to the <s> in the English word ‘sky’ or ‘bliss’. 

 

  



 

O 
 

-o [o; ɑ] post sfx 1) Imperfective. 2) Suffix used to denote the imperfective aspect. 3) This suffix is 

pronounced [o] before another suffix beginning with <s> or if at the end of the word. 

olis [o.ˈlɪs] adj 1) Artificial. 2) Contrived. 3) Synthetic. 

opt [opt; ɑpt] n 1) The letter <o>. 2) This sound is similar to the <o> in the English word ‘sock’ or 

‘bottle’. 3) The written vowel <O/o> has two pronunciations, depending on context: when <o> occurs 

between two consonants, it is pronounced as [ɑ], unless the following consonant is an <s>; when <s> 

is an immediately following consonant or the <o> is at the beginning or end of a word, it is pronounced 

as [o]. 

orevī [o.ɹɛ.ˈvaɪ] v 1) Complain. 2) Gripe. 

Onekne [o.nɛk.ˈnɛ] nprop A city on Ôrëńen. 

oāle [o.ˈe.lɛ] n Apartment. 

ojea [o.ˈʤi.ʌ] n Vagina (unaroused). 

ojeakab [o.ʤi.ʌ.ˈkæb] 1) n Vagina (aroused). 2) rtwd ojea + kab 

ojïtsa [o.ˈʤiʰt.sʌ] n 1) Blueprints. 2) Map. 

  



 

Ô 
 

ôpt [ɔpt] n 1) The letter <ô>. 2) This sound is found in some dialects of English, such as those in New 

England; it is similar to the <o> in the English word ‘or’ or ‘bore’, or the <aw> in the English word 

‘paw’ or ‘sawn’. 

Ôromëńos [ɔ.ɹɑ.mɛʰ.ˈnʰos] nprop This is the term used by the Ôrëńā for the Drakëńā language. Since 

only the Drakëńā can hear their language spoken, no one knows what the given name actually is. 

ôrë [ɔ.ˈɹɛʰ] adj 1) Great. 2) Sublime. 3) Supreme. 

ôrëlän [ɔ.ɹɛʰ.ˈlɑn] 1) n Imperator. 2) n King. 3) n Queen. 4) n Ruler. 5) n Sovereign. 6) rtwd ôrë + län 

Ôrëńos [ɔ.ɹɛʰ.ˈnʰos] 1) nprop The Ôrëńā language. 2) rtwd ôrë + ńos 

Ôrëńen [ɔ.ɹɛʰ.ˈnʰen] 1) nprop The Ôrëńā homeworld. 2) nprop Originally called Ërūveul. 3) rtwd ôrë + 

ńen 

Ôrëńā [ɔ.ɹɛʰ.ˈnʰe] 1) nprop Supreme species (self-styled). 2) rtwd ôrë + ńā 

Ôrëńāmyana [ɔ.ɹɛʰ.ˈnʰem.jæ.nʌ] 1) nprop Ôrëńen and all the worlds of the Vasreseküla (Ring of 

Worlds).; 2) rtwd ôrëńā + āmyana 

ôrik [ˈɔ.ɹɪk] n 1) A quest. 2) A challenging, difficult, intense, serious, or severe undertaking. 

ôrikülum [ɔ.ɹɪ.ˈkju.lʌm] 1) n Quest. 2) n Trial. 3) n A very challenging, even deadly, action or quest 

undertaking for moral or virtuous reasons. These kinds of things usually result in the death of those 

undertaking them. 4) n The great hero Leken undertook such an ôrikülum when she used her magic 

to shatter the meteorite that was going to strike Ôrëńen and cause an extinction-level event. Her quest 

and self-sacrifice is held up as a morality story even many tens of thousands of years later. 5) rtwd 

ôrik + kü + lum 

Ôklalonda [ˈɔk.læ.lɑn.dʌ] 1) nprop A neutral city on Ôrëńen. 2) rtwd ôkla + londa 

ôdhē [ɔ.ˈði] adj 1) Gravid. 2) Pregnant. 

  



 

L 
 

lorëlin [lɑ.ˈɹɛʰ.lɪn] n 1) Epiphany. 2) Insight. 3) Realization. 

lok [lɑk] n 1) Second. 2) Unit of time. 3) About the same length as an Earth second. 4) Ôrëńen has 

89,000 seconds in one day. 

loklūvinem [lɑk.lu.vɪ.ˈnɛm] n 1) A clear, crystalline material that is very durable but also quite rare. 

2) Originally acquired through mining, Brińendēn figured out how to create it with magic, catapulting 

him into power. 

loklen [lɑk.ˈlɛn] n 1) Minute. 2) Unit of time. 3) There are 100 Earth seconds per Ôrëńen minute. 4) 

Ôrëńen has 890 minutes in one day. 

loneb [lɑ.ˈnɛb] v 1) Declare. 2) State. 

londa [lɑn.ˈdʌ] n 1) City. 2) A city adhering to strict independence or neutrality. 

-londa [lɑn.ˈdʌ] post sfx 1) City. 2) A suffix denoting a city or conurbation adhering to strict 

independence or neutrality. 

loje [lɑ.ˈʤɛ] expl 1) Vagina (vulgar slang). 2) This term originally referred to a nest or resting place; it 

survived into the modern form of Ôrëńos as a demeaning reference. 

lovgolen [lɑv.ɡɑ.ˈlɛn] n 1) Hour. 2) Unit of time. 3) 50 Ôrëńen minutes per hour. 4) Ôrëńen has a 17.8 

hour day. 

lôrvā [lɔɹ.ˈve] prep 1) With. 2) This preposition is used for accompaniment. 3) This is one of the rare 

adpositions that appears in final position rather than initial position. 

lôrvādhës [lɔɹ.ve.ˈðɛʰs] 1) exp As well as. 2) exp This idiomatic expression can be used without 

additional grammar to agree. 3) conn As well as. 4) rtwd lôrvā + dhës 

lūkneba [ˈluk.nɛ.bʌ] adj 1) Ancient. 2) Antique. 

lum [lʌm] adv 1) Quite. 2) Very. 3) Intensifier; superlative. Denotes something that is much better 

than… 4) Frequently used as the second member of a compound. 

-lum [lʌm] 1) sfx Very. 2) sfx A suffix that attaches to adjectives to intensify or add a 'very' 

interpretation. 

lēperā [li.pɛ.ˈɹe] aux 1) May it be so. 2) Optative auxiliary. 

lēperāvr [li.pɛ.ˈɹe.vɹ]̩ aux 1) May it not be so. 2) Negative optative auxiliary. 



lēv [liv] prep 1) With. 2) This preposition is used for the instrumental (i.e., with, as in using or by 

means of). 

lern [lɛɹn] v Want. 

leken [lɛ.ˈkɛn] v 1) Skysunder. 2) This term derives from the name of an ancient Valdorënā warrior 

whose magic “split the sky” and shattered a meteorite, preventing an extinction-level event. Despite 

the damage the impact caused, Leken was remembered forever for her brave sacrifice, and someone 

behaving in a "leken" manner means they are being as courageous and selfless as she was. 

Lekendülā [lɛ.kɛn.dju.ˈle] 1) nprop The Skysunder Mountain on Ôrëńen. 2) nprop leken + dülā 3) rtwd 

leken + dülā 

len [lɛn] n Range. 

Lendïna [lɛn.ˈdiʰ.nʌ] nprop 1) Female vampire. 2) Born on Gaea. Her name has roots in the Ôrëńos 

language. 

-lemb [lɛmb] post sfx 1) Past. 2) A suffix that attaches to verbs to indicate the past tense. 3) Previous. 

4) A suffix that attaches to nouns to indicate a past or previous event (e.g., last year; yesterday). 

lemnen [lɛm.ˈnɛn] 1) n Elite. 2) n Foremost. 3) n Master. 4) adj Preeminent. 

lemna [lem.ˈnʌ] n Rain. 

Lemnavereen [lem.næ.vɛ.ˈɹi.ɛn] 1) nprop The Rainy River on Ôrëńen. 2) rtwd lemna + ver + reen 

lef [lɛf] n 1) The letter <l>. 2) This sound is similar to the <l> in the English words ‘like’ or ‘lab’, or 

the <ll> English words ‘well’ or ‘hill’, which have slightly different articulations in English (the <ll> 

examples being produced further back in the mouth than the <l> examples), but that is not an 

important distinction in this language. 

län [lɑn] n 1) Focal point. 2) Focus. 3) An action, person, or place that serves as the linchpin for an 

event, group, or locality. 

-län [lɑn] post sfx 1) Focal point. 2) A suffix to indicate a focal point or focus. 

Lägrimä [lɑ.ɡɹɪ.ˈmaʰ] nprop 1) Abyssal male. 2) The Eternal Librarian. 3) His name has roots in the 

Ôrëńos language. 

lāg [leɡ] adj Brief. 

lapev [læ.ˈpɛv] adv Again. 

labmī [læb.maɪ] adj 1) Aligned. 2) Correct. 3) Proper. 4) Right. 

labdo [læb.ˈdo] adj 1) Able. 2) Capable. 3) Competent. 

lardena [læɹ.dɛ.ˈnʌ] n 1) Mind. 2) Mental faculty. 



lataldh [læ.ˈtælð] n 1) Uterus. 2) Womb. 

lataldhūit [læ.tæl.ˈðu.ɪt] 1) n External womb. 2) n A maturation chamber or pod, literally an exowomb. 

3) rtwd lataldh + ūit 

lïv [liʰv] dem 1) This. 2) Proximate, familiar demonstrative. 

  



 

H 
 

hekton [hɛk.ˈtɑn] n 1) Column. 2) Cord. 3) Line. 4) Rope. 

Hekton Kīrnaks [hɛk.ˈtɑn ˈkaɪɹ.næks] nprop 1) Artificial superintelligence from Ôrëńen. 2) The 

Consilient Line worldships adopted an <x> in place of <ks> in rebellion against Brińendēn. 

Hekton Mimneks [hɛk.ˈtɑn mɪm.ˈnɛks] nprop 1) Artificial superintelligence from Ôrëńen. 2) The 

Consilient Line worldships adopted an <x> in place of <ks> in rebellion against Brińendēn. 

Hekton Verbā [hɛk.ˈtɑn vɛɹ.ˈbe] nprop 1) Consilient Line. 2) This denotes a single rïatsvon 

(worldship), e.g., Hekton Sernix, Kīrnax, or Mimnex. 

Hekton Verbāül [hɛk.ˈtɑn vɛɹ.be.ˈjul] 1) nprop Consiliency of Lines. 2) nprop This denotes the 

collective rïatsvon (worldship), e.g., Hekton Sernix, Kīrnax, and Mimnex. 3) rtwd hekton + verbā + ül 

Hekton Serniks [hɛk.ˈtɑn sɛɹ.ˈnɪks] nprop 1) Artificial superintelligence from Ôrëńen. 2) The 

Consilient Line worldships adopted an <x> in place of <ks> in rebellion against Brińendēn. 

hef [hɛf] n 1) The letter <h>. 2) This sound is similar to the <h> in the English word ‘hotel’ or ‘inhabit’. 

hājelï [he.ʤɛ.ˈliʰ] n 1) Canine/dog. 2) Animal classification for canine-like creatures. 

harenth [hæ.ˈɹɛnθ] v 1) Ward. 2) A magical inscription, composed of arcane glyphs or sigils, that 

provides defensive capabilities wherever it is transcribed. 

hïsa [ˈhiʰ.sʌ] n 1) Order. 2) Sequence. 

hīb [haɪb] prep In the form of. 

hīrna [ˈhaɪɹ.nʌ] n 1) Grampy. 2) Grandpa. 3) Affectionate diminutive. 

Hijrävelūsus [hɪʤ.rɑ.vɛ.ˈlu.sʌs] 1) nprop A planet in the Ôrëńāmyana. 2) nprop The planet Ävelūsus 

after it fell to the reanimation plague. 3) rtwd hijra + ävelūsus 

hijra [hɪʤ.ˈrʌ] n 1) Blight. 2) Contagion. 3) Pestilence. 4) Plague. 

  



 

P 
 

povets [pɑ.ˈvɛts] n Shirt. 

plenda [plɛn.ˈdʌ] n 1) City. 2) Conurbation. 3) Metropolis. 4) Urban region. 

Plenda Kênumbrea [plɛn.ˈdʌ ˈkeʰ.nʌm.bɹi.ʌ] 1) nprop The City of Beautiful Fire on Ôrëńen. 2) rtwd 

plenda + kênum + brea 

Plenda Kelidon [plɛn.ˈdʌ kɛ.lɪ.ˈdɑn] nprop The Eternal City. 

Plenda Morea [plɛn.ˈdʌ mɑ.ˈɹiʌ] nprop 1) The capital city of Ôrëńen. 2) Built atop the ruins of 

Sūdarśinëk after the zïśāya (unification), the Valdorëńā capital of Ërūveul. 

pronoment [pɹɑ.nɑ.ˈment] n Eternity. 

Pritanea [pɹɪ.tæ.ne.ˈʌ] nprop A planet in the Vasreseküla (Ring of Worlds). 

püripara [pju.ɹɪ.pæ.ɹʌ] n Artery (of the circulatory system). 

püthoŕepa [pju.θɑ.ˈrʰɛ.pʌ] n 1) Commencement. 2) Genesis. 3) Inception. 

perā [pɛ.ˈɹe] n Verb. 

Perfām [pɛɹ.ˈfem] nprop A city on Ôrëńen. 

pertāk [pɛɹ.ˈtek] 1) n Rip. 2) v Rip. 

pentem [pɛn.ˈtɛm] quant 1) Micro. 2) Unit of measure. 

Pentemna [pɛn.tɛm.ˈnʌ] nprop A city on Ôrëńen. 

Pendenen [pɛn.dɛn.ˈɛn] nprop Ruins on Ôrëńen. 

pemnat [pɛm.ˈnæt] n 1) Melon. 2) A type of fruit. 

pef [pɛf] n 1) The letter <p>. 2) The sound /p/ is similar to the <p> in the English word ‘applause’ or 

‘ship’. 

Pesentīl [pɛ.sɛn.ˈtaɪl] nprop A city on Ôrëńen. 

pesa [pɛ.ˈsʌ] adj Yellow. 

pāpta [ˈpep.tʌ] v Know. 

pārimna [ˈpe.ɹɪm.nʌ] v Devour. 

pāsken [ˈpe.skɛn] n 1) Book. 2) Tome. 

Pāskendińoldor [pe.skɛn.dɪ.ˈnʰɑl.dɑɹ] 1) nprop Dawntime Grimoire. 2) nprop A book of ancient spells 

in the possession of Alexander Eldred. 3) nprop It predates the zïśāya (unification) and language 

changes that followed. 4) rtwd pāsken + din + ńoldor 



pāskendin [ˈpe.skɛn.dɪn] 1) n Grimoire. 2) n A book of magic. 3) rtwd pāsken + din 

papëf [pæ.ˈpɛʰf] n West. 

parnü [pæɹ.ˈnju] n Robes. 

partem [pæɹ.ˈtɛm] quant 1) Milli. 2) Unit of measure. 

patenudus [pæ.tɛ.nʌ.ˈdʌs] n 1) Chapter (in a book). 2) Division (in a scroll) 3) Section (in any other 

written text regardless of medium). 

piktem [pɪk.ˈtɛm] quant 1) Nano. 2) A unit of measure. 

pinrëk [pɪn.ˈɹɛʰk] n Wave (in water). 

  



 

B 
 

bolus [bɑ.ˈlʌs] n 1) Awareness. 2) Emotions. 3) Feelings. 4) Impressions. 

bolusanēb [bɑ.ˈlʌ.sæ.nib] 1) n Sexual glow. 2) n The feelings individuals experience as a result of sex. 

It is considered to be an experience of the divine. 3) rtwd bolus + anēb 

bobnī [bɑb.ˈnaɪ] n 1) Speak. 2) Talk. 

bobnīnavr [bɑb.ˈnaɪ.næ.vɹ]̩ 1) adj Speechless. 2) rtwd bobnī + navr 

bobnīms [bɑb.ˈnaɪms] 1) n Speaker. 2) n Talker. 3) rtwd bobnī + ms 

boŕā [bɑ.ˈrʰe] 1) adj Lost. 2) v Lost. 

bor [bɑɹ] n Loss. 

Borvereen [bɑɹ.vɛ.ɹi.ˈɛn] 1) nprop The River of Loss on Ôrëńen. 2) rtwd bor + ver + reen 

Borverkalen [bɑɹ.vɛɹ.kæ.ˈlɛn] 1) nprop The Lake of Loss on Ôrëńen. 2) rtwd bor + ver + kalen 

bonik [bɑ.ˈnɪk] n 1) Lever (hand lever). 2) Pedal (foot lever). 

bomen [bɑ.ˈmɛn] adj 1) Always. 2) Eternally. 3) Forever. 4) Perpetually. 

bov [bov] prep Through. 

bost [bost] prep After. 

brenr [bɹɛ.ˈnɹ]̩ multipnum 1) Hundredfold. 2) Multiples of 100. 

brea [bɹi.ˈʌ] adj 1) Beautiful. 2) Hypnotic. 3) Mesmerizing. 4) Spellbinding. 

braktem [bɹæk.ˈtɛm] exp 1) Goodbye. 2) See you later. 

Brińendēn [bɹɪ.nʰɛn.ˈdin] nprop 1) Male Ńoldorëńā-Valdorëńā. 2) The leader of Ôrëńen. 3) Supreme 

gametolëst (philosopher-scientist). 4) Architect of the zïśāya (unification). 

Brindolin [bɹɪn.dɑ.ˈlɪn] nprop The Mage City of Ôrëńen. 

Brindolvereen [bɹin.dɑl.vɛ.ɹi.ˈɛn] 1) nprop The River Brindolin on Ôrëńen. 2) rtwd brindolin + ver + 

reen 

budsī [bʌd.ˈsaɪ] v Appreciate. 

bët [bɛʰt] n 1) In. 2) Inside. 3) Into. 

bertse [bɛɹt.ˈsɛ] n Artisan. 

bertselemnen [bɛɹt.sɛ.lɛm.ˈnɛn] 1) n Master artisan. 2) rtwd bertse + lemnen 

bende [bɛn.ˈdɛ] n East. 

bef [bɛf] n 1) The letter <b>. 2) The sound /b/ is similar to the <b> in the English word ‘base’ or ‘table’. 



bedh [bɛð] prep 1) To. 2) Towards. 

bälend [ˈbɑ.lɛnd] n 1) Center. 2) Connection. 3) Core. 4) Epicenter. 5) Nexus. 6) Part of the Volendra 

Dolānek (Infernal Gate system), Bälend (Nexus, Nephilim Temple) provide transit platforms to travel 

the Vasreseküla (Ring of Worlds), along with Sāvlän Bälend (Central Nexus, Nephilim Temple) and 

Nïklend (Annex, Gatehouse). 

bāma [ˈbe.mʌ] n 1) Foot. 2) Leg. 

bāvenerā [be.vɛ.nɛ.ˈɹe] n 1) Ability. 2) Aptitude. 3) Skill. 

bat [bæt] cardnum 1) Eight. 2) 8. 

batŕī [bæt.ˈrʰaɪ] 1) ordnum Eighth. 2) ordnum 8th. 3) rtwd bat + ŕī 

batsovr [bæt.sɑ.ˈvɹ ̩]̩ 1) cardnum Eighty. 2) cardnum 80. 3) rtwd bat + sovr 

badhë [bæ.ˈðɛʰ] adj Hot. 

bïlek [ˈbiʰ.lɛk] n 1) Enchantment. 2) Spell. 

bïatna [ˈbiʰ.æt.nʌ] n 1) Academy. 2) College. 3) Institute. 4) School. 5) Seminary. 6) University. 

Biknem [bɪk.ˈnɛm] nprop Ruins on Ôrëńen. 

  



 

Ŕ 
 

-ŕo [rʰo] post sfx 1) The. 2) Definiteness suffix for 3rd person singular nouns. 

ŕoś [rʰoʃ] prep Because. 

ŕekla [ˈrʰɛk.lʌ] n Intestine. 

ŕef [rʰɛf] n 1) The letter <ŕ>. 2) The sound /rh/ is not found in English. It is similar to /r/ except that 

an extra burst of air follows it. 3) Some speakers realize this sound as an [ɹ], with an additional burst 

of air—similar to a quiet or whispered <r> in words like ‘red’ or ‘round’. 

ŕevzek [ˈrʰɛv.zɛk] n One's age. 

ŕada [ˈrʰæ.dʌ] n 1) Sibling. 2) Brother. 3) Sister. 

-ŕī [rʰaɪ] post sfx 1) The. 2) Definiteness suffix for 3rd person plural nouns. 

ŕīm [rʰaɪm] n 1) Season. 2) A measure of one quarter of the year, beginning with summer solstice to 

autumnal equinox; autumnal equinox to winter solstice; winter solstice to vernal equinox; and vernal 

equinox to summer solstice. 

  



 

Ŗ 
 

ŗoteńen [rɑ.tɛ.ˈnʰɛn] n 1) Ôrëńā femtotechnology (called amṛta on Gaea). 2) Ŗoteńen is the smallest 

structure the Ôrëńā could design while maintaining a perfectly stable architecture. It is a virtual matter 

particle, drawn directly from the ākāśa of the prāṇamaṇḍala and programmed using guṇa. 3) It 

penetrates the mitochondria of every cell in the body and gradually perfects them while synchronizing 

to the harmonics of the subtle body. Time or a catalyzing event can potentiate the ŗoteńen, unifying 

the field effects generated by the femtotech across both the biological and subtle bodies. 4) With fully 

potentiated ŗoteńen, an individual can survive in any environment; no longer requires food, water, or 

rest; no longer needs to eliminate waste from their body; becomes immune to all toxins; and will 

gradually become invulnerable to harm. 5) Ŗoteńen was developed by Brińendēn and Amnen Sotha; 

it is unrelated to other microscale technologies designed by the Ôrëńā. 

ŗoś [roʃ] prep Under. 

ŗeperā [rɛ.pɛ.ˈɹe] aux 1) Might. 2) Possibility auxiliary. 

ŗeperāvr [rɛ.pɛ.ˈɹe.vɹ]̩ aux 1) Might not. 2) Negative possibility auxiliary. 

ŗeperāvā [rɛ.pɛ.ˈɹe.ve] aux 1) Might? 2) Interrogative possibility auxiliary. 

ŗeperāvār [rɛ.pɛ.ɹe.ˈveɹ] aux 1) Mightn't? 2) Negative interrogative possibility auxiliary. 

ŗef [rɛf] n 1) The letter <ŗ>. 2) The sound /r/ is a rolled-r as found in the Scottish dialect of English or 

in Spanish. 

ŗav [ræv] prep Below. 

  



 

R 
 

roŕa [ɹɑ.ˈrʰʌ] adj Purple. 

ronde [ɹɑn.ˈdɛ] n Echo. 

Rondeverkalen [ɹɑn.dɛ.vɛɹ.kæ.ˈlɛn] 1) nprop Echo Lake on Ôrëńen. 2) rtwd ronde + ver + kalen 

rom [ɹɑm] cardnum 1) Five. 2) 5. 

romŕī [ɹɑm.ˈrʰaɪ] 1) ordnum Fifth. 2) ordnum 5th. 3) rtwd rom + ŕī 

romsovr [ɹɑm.sɑ.ˈvɹ ̩]̩ 1) cardnum Fifty. 2) cardnum 50. 3) rtwd rom + sovr 

roseavna [ɹo.si.æv.ˈnʌ] n 1) Belief. 2) Faith. 

rūjen [ˈɹu.ʤɛn] adj 1) Different. 2) Distinct. 3) Non-self. 4) Other. 5) Frequently used as the second 

member of a compound. 

rujïrmī [ɹʌ.ʤiʰɹ.ˈmaɪ] v 1) Accuse. 2) Allege. 

ruśa [ɹʌ.ˈʃʌ] multipnum 1) Millionfold. 2) Multiples of 1,000,000. 

rernī [ɹɛɹ.ˈnaɪ] v 1) Answer. 2) Reply. 3) Respond. 

ree [ˈɹi.ɛ] n Penis (flaccid). 

reekab [ɹi.ɛ.ˈkæb] 1) n Penis (erect). 2) rtwd ree + kab 

reekabolis [ɹi.ɛ.kæ.bo.ˈlɪs] 1) n Dildo. 2) rtwd ree + kab + olis 

reen [ˈɹi.ɛn] v 1) Circulate. 2) Distribute. 3) Flow. 4) This refers to fluids moving and circulating in a 

dynamic system. 

reenkr [ˈɹi.ɛn.kɹ]̩ 1) n Circulating. 2) n Flowing. 3) n Distributing. 4) rtwd reen + kr 

renul [ɹɛ.ˈnʌl] adj 1) Amazing. 2) Excellent. 3) Fabulous. 4) Fantastic. 5) Superb. 6) Terrific. 7) 

Wonderful. 

renteśovar [ɹɛn.tɛ.ˈʃɑ.væɹ] 1) n Emotional disharmony/imbalance. 2) n This is not a diagnosis of mood 

disorder but a negative philosophical-spiritual observation of one's emotional balance or harmony. 3) 

n Applied to those who do not conform, like the Ilondïn. 4) rtwd rentes + yovar 

rentes [ɹɛn.ˈtɛs] n 1) Disharmony. 2) Imbalance. 

rentesdevar [ɹɛn.tɛs.dɛ.ˈvæɹ] 1) n Mental disharmony. 2) n Mental imbalance. 3) n This is not a 

diagnosis of mental disorder but a negative philosophical-spiritual observation of one's mental balance 

or harmony. Applied to those who do not conform, like the Ilondïn. 4) rtwd rentes + devar 

Remendar [ɹɛ.mɛn.ˈdæɹ] nprop A city on Ôrëńen. 



ref [ɹɛf] n 1) The letter <r>. 2) This is the typical <r> produced by English speakers in a word like 

‘red’ or ‘rust’. 

revot [ɹɛ.ˈvɑt] v 1) Discover. 2) Uncover. 

revotkr [ɹɛ.ˈvɑt.kɹ]̩ 1) n Discovering. 2) n Uncovering. 3) rtwd revot + kr 

resk [ɹɛsk] n Body. 

resvïkboe [ɹɛs.ˈviʰk.bo.ɛ] 1) n Corpse-lover or corpse-partner. 2) n This term is a pejorative to describe 

the practitioners of necromancy. It predates the zïśāya (unification). 3) rtwd resk + vīkta + nïnboe 

resvīkta [ɹɛs.ˈvaɪk.tʌ] 1) n Corpse. 2) n Dead body. 3) n Remains. 4) rtwd resk + vīkta 

räbena [ˈɹɑ.bɛ.nʌ] n 1) Bordello. 2) Brothel. 

rāpsë [ɹep.ˈsɛʰ] n 1) Game. 2) Toy. 

rābad [ɹe.ˈbæd] n Hair. 

rābadresk [ˈɹe.bæ.dɹɛsk] 1) n Body hair. 2) rtwd rābad + resk 

rābadrīk [ɹe.bæd.ˈɹaɪk] 1) n Pubic hair. 2) rtwd rābad + rīkāa 

rāmre [ˈɹem.ɹɛ] n Eyelash. 

rara [ɹæ.ˈɹæ] adj Gray. 

raktī [ɹæk.ˈtaɪ] expl 1) An expression of displeasure, equivalent to saying, "fuck!" 2) This term has 

nothing to do with sex. 

ramno [ɹæm.ˈno] adj Right. 

ravotī [ɹæ.vɑ.ˈtaɪ] n Kiss. 

rage [ˈɹæ.ɡɛ] n 1) Country. 2) Nation. 3) Province. 4) State. 

rïbsī [ɹiʰb.ˈsaɪ] v 1) Move (around). 2) Walk. 

rïats [ˈɹiʰ.æts] n 1) Boat. 2) Ship. 3) Vessel. 4) Watercraft. 

rïatsvon [ˈɹiʰ.æts] 1) n Greatship. 2) n The Hekton Verbā (Consilient Line) worldships. 3) n Originally 

this meant any large or massive boat, ship, vessel, or watercraft. Later it came to encompass spacecraft, 

as well, specifically the Hekton Verbāül (Consiliency of Lines) vessels. 4) rtwd rïats + von 

rït [ɹiʰt] quant Some. 

rïz [ɹiʰz] dem 1) That. 2) Distal, familiar demonstrative. 

rī [ɹaɪ] v 1) Be. 2) Copula verb. 

Rīun [ˈɹaɪ.ʌn] nprop A city on Ôrëńen. 

rīkāa [ɹaɪ.ˈke.ʌ] n 1) Penis (vulgar slang). 2) This term originally referred to a club or spear; it survived 

into the modern form of Ôrëńos as a vulgar reference to the male sex organs. 



rīta [ˈɹaɪ.tʌ] n 1) Fur. 2) Mane. 

rīśmo [ˈɹaɪʃ.mo] n Projectile. 

rīśmoeskï [ɹaɪʃ.mo.ɛs.ˈkiʰ] 1) n Grenade. 2) rtwd rīśmo + eskï 

ridzek [ɹɪd.ˈzɛk] v Age. 

rivnat [ɹɪv.ˈnæt] adj Orange. 

  



 

Ü 
 

-ül [jul] post sfx Adjectivizer. 

üperā [ju.pɛ.ˈɹe] aux 1) Should. 2) Desire auxiliary. 

üperāvr [ju.pɛ.ˈɹe.vɹ]̩ 1) aux Should not. 2) aux Negative desire auxiliary. 3) rtwd üperā + navr 

üperāvā [ju.pɛ.ˈɹe.ve] 1) aux Should? 2) aux Interrogative desire auxiliary. 3) rtwd üperā + vā 

üperāvār [ju.pɛ.ɹe.ˈveɹ] 1) aux Shouldn't? 2) aux Negative interrogative desire auxiliary. 3) rtwd üperā 

+ vār 

üpt [jupt] n 1) The letter <ü>. 2) This has the sound of the English word ‘you’ rather than <oo> as in 

‘boot’. 

Ünrańun [jun.ɹæ.ˈnʰʌn] nprop 1) Male Drakëńā. 2) He is a lava dragon living in the Congregation of 

Worlds of the Vidhartha. 3) Hatchling of Valälinsīnos. 

  



 

 

Ū 
 

 

ūpt [upt] n 1) The letter <ū>. 2) This sound is similar to the <oo> in the English word ‘boot’ or ‘loop’. 

ūit [ˈu.ɪt] 1) adj External. 2) post Beyond. 3) post Out of. 4) post Outside. 5) post Frequently used as the 

second member of a compound; this is one of the rare adpositions that appears in the final position 

rather than the initial position. 

  



 

U 
 

upt [ʌpt] n 1) The letter <u>. 2) This sound is similar to the <u> in the English word ‘but’ or ‘cut’. 

-ur [(ʌ)ɹ] post sfx 1) Interrogative. 2) An interrogative suffix. 

uteī [ʌ.ti.ˈaɪ] n 1) Second season. 2) From the autumnal equinox to the winter solstice. 

usran [ʌs.ˈɹæn] n Option. 

usïbī [ʌ.siʰ.ˈbaɪ] v 1) Consider. 2) Ponder. 3) Think. 

  



 

Ë 
 

ëpt [ɛʰpt] n 1) The letter <ë>. 2) This sound is not typically found in English; it is produced the same 

as the /ɛ/ vowel, but the sound drops off half way through as if the second half of the vowel is replaced 

by an /h/. 

Ërūveul [ɛʰ.ˈɹu.vi.ʌl] nprop 1) The original name of the planet Ôrëńen, used by the Ńoldorëńā and the 

Valdorëńā. 2) Changed to Ôrëńen after the zïśāya (unification). 

  



 

Ê 
 

êpt [eʰpt] n 1) The letter <ê>. 2) This sound is not typically found in English; it is produced the same 

as the /e/ vowel, but the sound drops off halfway through as if the second half of the vowel is replaced 

by an /h/. 

  



 

Ē 
 

ēpt [ipt] n 1) The letter <ē>. 2) This sound is similar to the <ee> in the English word ‘sheet’ or ‘feet’. 

ērdë [iɹ.ˈdɛʰ] 1) adj Inferior. 2) n Servant. 

Ērdëńā [iɹ.dɛʰ.ˈnʰe] 1) nprop The Ôrëńā name for the human species, whom they consider inferior in 

every way. 2) rtwd ērdë + ńā 

ēvulän [i.vʌ.ˈlɑn] 1) adj Cosmos, related to the cosmos, universe, or the order and harmony 

characteristic of it. 2) n Cosmos. 3) n Universe. 

ēșkatna [ˈisʰ.kæt.nʌ] n 1) Spirit blade or knife. 2) Vampire blade or knife. 3) Witch blade or knife. 4) 

ēșka + atna 

  



 

E 
 

eliks [ɛ.ˈlɪks] n Total. 

elvād [ɛl.ˈved] post 1) In the run of. 2) This adposition refers to something that happens at some point 

during the total time of something else. 3) This is one of the rare adpositions that appears in final 

position rather than initial position. 

elva [ɛl.ˈvʌ] post 1) During. 2) This is one of the rare adpositions that appears in the final position 

rather than initial position. 

elvad [ɛl.ˈvæd] post 1) For the duration of. 2) This adposition refers to something that happens during 

the total time of something else. 3) This is one of the rare adpositions that appears in final position 

rather than initial position. 

ept [ɛpt] n 1) The letter <e>. 2) This sound is similar to the <e> in the English word ‘bed’ or ‘temp’. 

3) The written vowel <E/e> has two pronunciations, depending on context: when the <e> is followed 

by another vowel, it is pronounced as [i]; in all other cases, it is pronounced as [ɛ]. 

epten [ɛp.ˈtɛn] v 1) Bend. 2) Lean. 

Eŕalonda [ɛ.ˈrʰæ.lɑn.dʌ] 1) nprop A neutral city on Ôrëńen. 2) rtwd eŕa + londa 

eküla [ɛ.ˈkju.lʌ] n 1) Circle. 2) Ring. 3) Torus. 

Ekthëleent [ɛk.ˈθɛ.li.ɛnt] nprop 1) A city on Ôrëńen. 2) The Ńoldorëńā capital. 

ekte [ɛk.ˈtɛ] adj 1) Clear. 2) Translucent. 3) Without deceit. 4) Without guile. 

ektelīya [ɛk.tɛ.ˈlaɪ.jʌ] 1) adj Lucent. 2) adj Luminous. 3) rtwd ekte + līya 

Ekvîtā [ɛk.vɪʰ.ˈte] nprop Ruins on Ôrëńen. 

enelī [ɛ.nɛ.ˈlaɪ] v 1) Consume. 2) Eat. 3) Munch. 4) Snack. 

enkarā [ɛn.kæ.ˈɹe] n 1) Amplifier. 2) Enhancer. 3) Expander. 

enkarāvïkendr [ɛn.kæ.ɹe.ˈviʰ.kɛn.dɹ]̩ 1) n A device that amplifies one’s magical power. 2) n They are 

dangerous because they can provide a magician with more raw power than the individual can utilize. 

The safer, more common practice has always been to link aurae, which provides magic users with 

exponentially more power due to the interaction of magical field effects without most of the risks of 

drawing too much energy from the prāņamaņḍala. 3) rtwd enkarā + vïkendr 

enkatha [ɛn.kæ.ˈθʌ] v Expand. 

etsā [ɛt.ˈse] pro 1) Thon. 2) A third person singular pronoun used when gender is not implied/assumed. 



etsāśo [ɛt.se.ˈʃo] 1) pro Thonself. 2) pro A third person singular pronoun used when gender is not 

implied/assumed. 3) rtwd etsā + śo 

etsāśī [ɛt.se.ˈʃaɪ] 1) pro Thonselves. 2) pro A third person plural pronoun used when gender is not 

implied/assumed. 3) rtwd etsā + śī 

ejel [ɛ.ˈʤɛl] n Tradesperson. 

ejelemnen [ɛ.ʤɛ.lɛm.ˈnɛn] 1) n Master tradesperson. 2) rtwd ejel + lemnen 

Edrestāa [ɛd.ɹɛs.ˈte.ʌ] nprop 1) Female Ôrëńā. 2) The ôrëlän of the Valdorëńā in Anlatar's day. 

evekto [ɛ.vɛk.ˈto] adj 1) Moral. 2) Noble. 3) Virtuous. 4) This is used to imply something is done for 

good reasons, even if the speaker does not agree with it. 5) Frequently used as the second member in 

a compound word. 

Egräna [ɛ.ˈɡɹɑ.nʌ] nprop 1) A planet in the Vasreseküla (Ring of Worlds). 2) Egräna is the name given 

to the planet by the indigenous population. They destroyed themselves with a particle weapon that 

scoured all life from the surface of the planet. 3) The Ērdëńā (human species) name for a planet the 

Ôrëńā population called Vendrëńen. 

Eskon [ɛs.ˈkɑn] nprop A city on Ôrëńen. 

eskï [ɛs.ˈkiʰ] 1) adj Explosive. 2) adj Loud. 3) n Thunder. 

esabdī [ɛ.sæb.ˈdaɪ] v Possess. 

  



 

K 
 

kol [kɑl] n Limit. 

koteva [kɑ.tɛ.ˈvʌ] n 1) Air. 2) Gas. 

kodvī [kɑd.ˈvaɪ] v Embrace. 

koś [koʃ] prep At. 

klarnā [klæɹ.ˈne] n 1) Mama. 2) Mom. 3) Mother. 4) Affectionate diminutive. 

klīna [ˈklaɪ.nʌ] n 1) Grammy. 2) Grandma. 3) Affectionate diminutive. 

-kr [kɹ]̩ post sfx 1) -ing. 2) A suffix that attaches to verbs to turn them into a gerund (noun). 

kredha [kɹɛ.ˈðʌ] n 1) Manager. 2) Overseer. 3) Proprietor. 

Kredha Tälea [kɹɛ.ˈðʌ ˈtɑ.li.ʌ] nprop 1) Regent Superior. 2) The head of the Vïkendrms Verbāül 

(Consiliency of Sorcerers). 

kü [kju] adj 1) Challenging. 2) Difficult. 3) Serious. 4) Severe. 

kü- [kju] prep pfx 1) Difficult. 2) A prefix that attaches to nouns to add a challenging, difficult, serious, 

or severe interpreation. 

küērdë [kju.iɹ.ˈdɛʰ] 1) n Apprentice. 2) n Student. 3) rtwd kü + ērdë 

küādake [kju.ˈe.dæ.kɛ] 1) n Contract. 2) n This is a high-level contract, usually one reinforced by 

magical compulsion. 3) rtwd kü + ādake 

kūp [kup] n Jaw. 

kusre [kʌs.ˈɹɛ] n Throat. 

kênum [ˈkeʰ.nʌm] n Fire. 

kēnek [ˈki.nɛk] n Alcoholic beverage. 

Kelrejeun [kɛl.ɹɛ.ʤi.ˈʌn] nprop A city on Ôrëńen. 

kelidon [kɛ.lɪ.ˈdɑn] adj Eternal. 

kef [kɛf] n 1) The letter <k>. 2) The sound /k/ is similar to the <k> in the English word ‘sketch’ or 

‘bleak’. 

kejra [kɛʤ.ˈɹʌ] adj Green. 

kedoa [kɛ.ˈdo.ʌ] n Kidney. 

Kedēra [kɛ.ˈdi.ɹʌ] nprop A city on Ôrëńen. 

kev [kɛv] prep Adjacent to. 



kevr [kɛ.ˈvɹ]̩ adj 1) Aged. 2) Elder. 3) Mature. 4) Older. 5) Sophisticated. 

-kevr [kɛ.ˈvɹ]̩ post sfx 1) Elder. 2) A suffix that attaches to nouns to add an aged, elder, mature, or 

older interpretation. 

Kevalen [kɛ.væ.ˈlɛn] nprop A city on Ôrëńen. 

kābenk [ˈke.bɛnk] n Algorithm. 

kāŕēm [ke.ˈrʰim] n Possibility. 

kāaks adj Casual sex between people of radically different social standings or circumstances. 

kāaksmejī1 [ke.æks.mɛ.ˈʤaɪ] 1) n Rape. 2) n Sexual assault. 3) rtwd kāaks + mejī 

kāaksmejī2 [ke.æks.mɛ.ˈʤaɪ] 1) n Rape. 2) n Sexual assault. 3) n Sexual abuse. 4) rtwd kāaks + mejī 

kāaksmejīms [ke.æks.mɛ.ˈʤaɪms] 1) n Rapist. 2) rtwd kāaks + mejī + ms 

kāto [ˈke.to] n Equinox. 

kalen [kæ.ˈlɛn] adj 1) Static. 2) Still. 3) Unmoving. 

kalenavr [kæ.lɛ.næ.ˈvɹ]̩ 1) adj Moving. 2) adj Restless. 3) adj Turbulent. 4) rtwd kalen + navr 

kab [kæb] v 1) Arouse. 2) Excite. 3) Invigorate. 4) Stimulate. 

-kab [kæb] post sfx 1) Excite. 2) A suffix that attaches to verbs or adjectives to add an excited, aroused, 

invigorated, or stimulated interpretation. 

karsea [kæɹ.ˈsi.ʌ] n Tooth. 

katsa [kæt.ˈsʌ] n Knee. 

kadē [kæ.ˈdi] n 1) Sandals. 2) Shoes. 

kadēja [kæ.ˈdi.ʤʌ] n 1) Boots. 2) Knee boots. 

kïbī [kiʰ.ˈbaɪ] v Amuse. 

kïbīkr [kiʰ.ˈbaɪ.kɹ]̩ 1) adj Amusing. 2) rtwd kïbī + kr 

kïbīkrar [kiʰ.ˈbaɪ.kɹæɹ] 1) n Completely amusing. 2) n Something hilarious. 3) n Something that is 

truly funny. 4) rtwd kïbī + kr + ar 

kïbīnavr [kiʰ.ˈbaɪ.næ.vɹ]̩ 1) adj Cheerless. 2) adj Joyless. 3) rtwd kïbī + navr 

kïnomrī [kiʰ.nɑm.ˈɹaɪ] v 1) Learn. 2) Study. 

kït [kiʰt] adj Among. 

kïvte [ˈkiʰv.tɛ] n Accident. 

kin [kɪn] v Ask. 

Kinvalen [kɪn.væ.ˈlɛn] nprop A city on Ôrëńen. 
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ńol [nʰɑl] v Rise. 

ńoldor [ˈnʰɑl.dɑɹ] 1) n Dawn. 2) n Dawn time. 3) n Sunrise. 4) rtwd ńol + aldor 

ńoldorūit [nʰɑl.dɑ.ˈɹu.ɪt] 1) n Dawn outside. 2) n Sunrise beyond. 3) rtwd ńol + aldor + ūit 

Ńoldorëńā [nʰɑl.dɑ.ɹɛʰ.ˈnʰe] 1) nprop Dawntimers. 2) nprop An ethnic subgroup of the Ôrëńā who 

were assimilated during the zïśāya (unification). 3) rtwd ńol + aldor + ôrëńā 

ńoldorïgra [nʰɑl.dɑ.ˈɹiʰɡ.ɹʌ] 1) n Dawntime colony. 2) rtwd ńol + aldor + ïgra 

ńoz [nʰɑz] dem 1) That. 2) Distal, unfamiliar demonstrative. 

ńov [nʰɑv] dem 1) This. 2) Proximate, unfamiliar demonstrative. 

ńos [nʰos] n 1) Dialect. 2) Language. 3) Tongue. 4) Voice. 

-ńos [nʰos] post sfx 1) Language of. 2) A suffix that attaches to nouns to denote language of. 

ńen [nʰɛn] n 1) Birthplace. 2) Homeworld. 3) Place or point of origin. 

-ńen [nʰɛn] post sfx 1) Place or point of origin. 2) A suffix that attaches to nouns to add a birthplace, 

homeworld, place, or point of origin interpretation. 

ńef [nʰɛf] n 1) The letter <ń>. 2) The sound /nh/ is not typically found in English; it is produced in 

the same manner as /n/ but with an extra burst of air following the consonant, similar to how you 

might produce a sequence like <nh>. 

-ńā [nʰe] post sfx 1) Breed. 2) Race. 3) Species. 4) A suffix that attaches to nouns and denotes a member 

of a sentient race. 

ńāperā [nʰe.pɛ.ˈɹe] aux 1) Can. 2) Ability auxiliary. 

ńāperāvr [nʰe.pɛ.ˈɹe.vɹ]̩ aux 1) Cannot. 2) Negative ability auxiliary. 

ńāperāvā [nʰe.pɛ.ˈɹe.ve] aux 1) Could? 2) Interrogative ability auxiliary. 

ńāperāvār [nʰe.pɛ.ɹe.ˈveɹ] aux 1) Couldn't? 2) Negative interrogative ability auxiliary. 

  



 

N 
 

nostosmī [nos.tos.ˈmaɪ] v 1) Abandon. 2) Betray. 3) Desert. 

nüsa [ˈnju.sʌ] n 1) Noise. 2) Sound. 

Nūmfarēsa [num.fæ.ˈɹi.sʌ] nprop 1) A female nemtes. 2) Martum's cat. 

numfülu [nʌm.ˈfju.lʌ] n 1) Insect. 2) Pest. 3) Used to refer to insects that cause annoyance. 

numfüludē [nʌm.ˈfju.lʌ.di] 1) adv Just. 2) adv A pejorative adverb denoting just, simply, or obviously 

when the speaker expects more of the addressee. 3) rtwd numfülu + dē 

nëftel [ˈnɛʰf.tɛl] n 1) Military servicemember. 2) This applies only to the Nëftelemnen (elite warriors). 

3) They worked as an army in service to the Valdorëńā ôrëlän (sovereign). 

Nëftelemnen [ˈnɛʰf.tɛ.lɛm.nɛn] 1) n Master warrior. 2) nprop Elite servicemembers of the Valdorëńā, 

under the command of a nerïtôrëlän (lord) who serves directly under the ôrëlän (sovereign). 3) nprop 

The Nëftelemnen served Brińendēn during the zïśāya, but several of them rebelled and became Ilondïn 

afterward. 4) rtwd nëftel + lemnen 

nëftelvisk [ˈnʰɛf.tɛl.vɪsk] n 1) Nëftelemnen. 2) A term denoting the men of the Nëftelemnen. 

nepāa [nɛ.ˈpe.ʌ] n Thing. 

Neruën [nɛ.ɹu.ˈɛʰn] nprop 1) Ascended being. 2) Later known as the Lord of Ruin on Dardenk Vor. 

nerïthājelï [nɛ.ɹiʰ.θe.ʤɛ.ˈliʰ] 1) n Small canine/dog. 2) rtwd nerït + hājelï 

nerïchej [nɛ.ˈɹiʰ.ʧɛʤ] 1) n Underwear. 2) n Literally, small pants. 3) rtwd nerït + yej 

nerït [nɛ.ˈɹiʰt] 1) adj Diminutive. 2) adj Lesser. 3) adj Little. 4) adj Miniature. 5) adj Small. 6) adj 

Subordinate. 7) adj Tiny. 8) post A suffix that attaches to nouns to denote a diminutive interpretation 

owing to size or fondness, or a relative status between individuals. 

nerïtôrëlän [nɛ.ɹiʰ.tɔ.ɹɛʰ.ˈlɑn] 1) n Captain. 2) n Lord. 3) n A lesser sovereign, one who serves directly 

below the ôrëlän of the Valdorëńā. 4) n The title of the commander of the Nëftelemnen. 5) rtwd nerït 

+ ôrëlän 

nerïtaldor [nɛ.ˈɹiʰ.tʌl.dɑɹ] 1) n Lesser intelligent person. 2) n This term may also refer to the less 

intelligent person out of several brilliant individuals. 3) n Lesser primary star. 4) rtwd nerït + aldor 

Neümā [ni.ˈju.me] nprop A planet in the Vasreseküla (Ring of Worlds). 

nek [nɛk] adj 1) Immature 2) Small. 3) Young. 4) Youthful. 



-nek [nɛk] post sfx 1) Diminutive. 2) Small. 3) A suffix that attaches to nouns to denote a diminutive 

interpretation owing to age or fondness. 

nembī [nɛm.ˈbaɪ] n Thumb. 

nemtes [nɛm.ˈtɛs] n 1) Feline. 2) Cat. 3) Animal classification for feline-like creatures. 

nemteskevr [nɛm.tɛs.ˈkɛ.vɹ]̩ 1) n Adult feline. 2) n Mature feline. 3) n Refers to the age of the animal. 

4) rtwd nemtes + kevr 

nemtesnek [nɛm.tɛs.ˈnɛk] 1) n Immature feline. 2) n Small feline. 3) n Refers to the age or size of the 

animal. 4) rtwd nemtes + nek 

nemtesvon [nɛm.tɛs.ˈvɑn] 1) n Large feline. 2) n Refers to the size of the animal. 3) rtwd nemtes + 

von 

Nemversed [nɛm.vɛɹ.ˈsɛd] nprop A city on Ôrëńen. 

Nemstelva [nɛm.stɛl.ˈvʌ] nprop Ruins on Ôrëńen. 

nef [nɛf] n 1) The letter <n>. 2) The sound /n/ is similar to the <n> in the English word ‘no’ or ‘sun’. 

nāta [ne.ˈtʌ] n 1) Progenitor. 2) Parent. 

nabnad [næb.ˈnæd] prep 1) Down. 2) Downwards. 

navr [næ.vɹ]̩ 1) Not. 2) Unable. 

-navr [næ.vɹ]̩ post sfx 1) Non. 2) A suffix that attaches to verbs to negate them. 3) Opposite. 4) A 

suffix that attaches to nouns or adjectives to add an opposite interpretation. 

nïklend [niʰk.lɛnd] n 1) Annex 2) Appendage. 3) Attachment. 4) Limb. 5) Part of the Volendra 

Dolānek (Infernal Gate system), Nïklend (Annex, Gatehouse) provide transit platforms to travel the 

Vasreseküla (Ring of Worlds), along with Sāvlän Bälend (Central Nexus, Nephilim Temple) and Bälend 

(Nexus, Nephilim Temple) . 

nïnboe [ˈniʰn.bo.ɛ] n 1) Partner, unspecified. 2) This is the term one would use when saying, "I'm 

flattered by your interest, but I'm dating someone." 

nïnbomag [ˈniʰn.bɑ.mæɡ] n 1) Partner, intimate, male. 

nïnboset [ˈniʰn.bo.sɛt] n Partner, intimate, female. 

nïngokla [ˈniʰn.ɡɑk.lʌ] n Partner, intimate, nonbinary. 

nïī [niʰ.aɪ] n Solstice. 

Nīanidās [naɪ.æ.nɪ.ˈdes] nprop A planet in the Vasreseküla (Ring of Worlds). 

nikte [nɪk.ˈtɛ] cardnum 1) Nine. 2) 9. 

nikteŕī [nɪk.tɛ.ˈrʰaɪ] 1) ordnum Ninth. 2) ordnum 9th. 3) rtwd nikte + ŕī 



niktesovr [nɪk.tɛ.sɑ.ˈvɹ ̩]̩ 1) cardnum Ninety. 2) cardnum 90. 3) rtwd nikte + sovr 

Nimrodarea [nɪm.ɹɑ.dæ.ˈɹi.ʌ] nprop 1) The largest continent on Ôrëńen. 2) Controlled by the 

Valdorëńā. 
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morgïma [mɑɹ.ˈɡiʰ.mʌ] n Fingerprint. 

mokē [mɑ.ˈki] n 1) Third season. 2) From the winter solstice to the vernal equinox. 

monel [mɑ.ˈnɛl] adv This year. 

monelemb [mɑ.nɛ.ˈlɛmb] 1) adv Last year. 2) rtwd monel + lemb 

moneldemb [mɑ.nɛl.ˈdɛmb] 1) adv Next year. 2) rtwd monel + demb 

mov [mɑv] prep Over. 

mosgu [mos.ˈɡʌ] post 1) Up. 2) Upwards. 3) This is one of the rare adpositions that appears in final 

position rather than initial position. 

muka [mʌ.ˈkʌ] n Adipose. 

munebra [mʌ.nɛ.ˈbɹʌ] n 1) Bodily position. 2) Posture. 

muvte [mʌv.ˈtɛ] n Lung. 

Mernikr [mɛɹ.nɪ.ˈkɹ]̩ nprop A city on Ôrëńen. 

Merinok [mɛ.ɹɪ.ˈnɑk] nprop A city on Ôrëńen. 

mea [ˈmi.ʌ] n Lip. 

mef [mɛf] n 1) The letter <m>. 2) The sound /m/ is similar to the <m> in the English word ‘make’ or 

‘sum’. 

mejī [mɛ.ˈʤaɪ] n 1) Assault. 2) Attack. 3) Beat. 4) Pummel. 

mejīkr [mɛ.ˈʤaɪk.ɹ]̩ 1) v Assaulting. 2) v Attacking. 3) v Beating. 4) v Pummeling. 5) rtwd mejī + kr 

mejīms [mɛ.ˈʤaɪms] 1) n Abuser. 2) n Perpetrator. 3) rtwd mejī + ms 

māńor [me.ˈnʰɑɹ] n 1) Sacred place. 2) Temple. 3) Frequently used as the second member of a 

compound. 

māme [me.ˈmɛ] n Nose. 

malek [mæ.ˈlɛk] n 1) Penitent. 2) Pilgrim. 3) Seeker. 

Malekdülā [mæ.lɛk.dju.ˈle] 1) nprop The Seeker Mountain on Ôrëńen. 2) rtwd malek + dülā 

Martum [mæɹ.ˈtʌm] nprop 1) Female Ńoldorëńā. 2) Brińendēn's mother. 

mïarī [miʰ.æ.ˈɹaɪ] v 1) Destroy. 2) Destruct. 3) Devastate. 

mïarīkr [miʰ.æ.ˈɹaɪ.kɹ]̩ n 1) Destruction. 2) Devastation. 

misreta [mɪs.ɹɛ.ˈtʌ] v 1) Ruin. 2) Spoil. 3) Wreck. 



misretams [mɪs.ɹɛ.ˈtʌms] 1) n Ruiner. 2) n Spoiler. 3) n Wrecker. 4) rtwd misreta + ms 

-ms [ms] post sfx 1) -er. 2) Nominalizer. 3) One who does. 4) Thing which does. 
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yoriks [jɑ.ˈɹɪks] n Altitude. 

yok [jɑk] n 1) Ôrëńen centimeter. 2) Unit of Measure. 3) There are 100 yok per yoknem. 

yoknem [jɑk.ˈnɛm] n 1) Ôrëńen meter. 2) Unit of Measure. 3) 1 yoktem equals 3.7 Earth feet. 4) There 

are 100 yoktem per yoknem. 

yoktim [jɑk.ˈtɪm] n 1) Ôrëńen kilometer. 2) Unit of Measure. 3) There are 1500 yoknem per yoktim. 

yovar [jɑ.ˈvæɹ] n Emotion. 

yef [jɛf] n 1) The letter <y>. 2) This sound is similar to the <y> in the English word ‘yellow’ or ‘yes’ 

and is sometimes combined with the /u/ vowel and written as a single letter (<ü>), which has the 

sound of the English word ‘you’ rather than <oo> as in ‘boot’. 

yej [jɛʤ] n 1) Pants. 2) Trousers. 

  



 

Ä 
 

äpt [aʰpt; ɑpt] n 1) The letter <ä>. 2) The written vowel <Ä/ä> has two pronunciations, depending on 

context: when <ä> occurs at the end of a word, it becomes aspirated, with many speakers producing 

it slightly further forward in the mouth ([ah]); in any other position, this vowel is pronounced as [ɑ]. 

3) Note that a compound word ending <ä> will be pronounced with aspiration ([ah]) if the second 

member of the compound begins with <h>. 

ätūa [ɑ.ˈtu.ʌ] n 1) Control unit. 2) The storage unit for the core personality matrix of an Ôrëńā ASI. 

ädhā [ɑ.ˈðe] n 1) Document. 2) Paperwork. 

Äjnes [ˈɑʤ.nɛs] nprop 1) Male Ńoldorëńā. 2) He is the best friend of Martum, Brińendēn's mother. 

Ävelūsus [ɑ.vɛ.ˈlu.sʌs] nprop A planet in the Ôrëńāmyana. 
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āpt [ept] n 1) The letter <ā>. 2) This sound is similar to the <ay> in the English word ‘say’ or ‘bay’. 

ārovī [e.ɹɑ.ˈvaɪ] 1) n Chronicle. 2) v Chronicle. 3) n Record. 4) v Record. 5) n Register. 6) v Register. 

āudelthus [ˈe.ʌ.dɛl.θʌs] n 1) A horse-like creature of Ôrëńen. 2) Trained for battle and used by the 

Nëftelemnen. 

ākte [ek.ˈtɛ] n Pattern. 

āktesūvīlum [ek.tɛ.su.ˈvaɪ.lʌm] 1) n Constellation. 2) rtwd ākte + sūvīlum 

ānek [ˈe.nɛk] n 1) Abode. 2) Domain. 3) Domicile. 4) Habitat. 5) Home. 6) Plane. 7) Realm. 8) 

Frequently used as the second member in a compound word. 

āmyana [ˈem.jæ.nʌ] n Empire. 

Āänika [e.ˈɑ.nɪ.kʌ] nprop The southeasternmost continent on Ôrëńen. 

ādhāto [e.ˈðe.to] n 1) Gem. 2) Jewel. 

ādha [ˈe.ðʌ] n North. 

ādrarmī [e.dɹæɹ.ˈmaɪ] 1) v Deceive. 2) n Trick. 

ādnos [ˈed.nos] n 1) Stomach. 2) Guts. 

ādake [ˈe.dæ.kɛ] n Contract. 

ādaketāduşva [e.dæ.kɛ.te.ˈdʌsʰ.vʌ] 1) n Affection contract, where two or more parties agree to remain 

fidelitous to each other. 2) n Such arrangements were unusual on Ôrëńen, and mainly occurred among 

the Ńoldorëńā. 3) rtwd ādake + tāduşva 

āśma [ˈeʃ.mʌ] n 1) Beloved. 2) Darling. 3) Dear. 4) Sweetheart. 
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Altāno, Renya [ʌl.ˈte.no, ɹɛn.ˈyʌ] nprop 1) Female Ērdëńā. 2) Born on Gaea. Her name has roots in 

the Ôrëńos language. 

Altāno, Evräda [ʌl.ˈte.no, ɛv.ˈɹɑ.dʌ] nprop 1) Half-cambion-Ērdëńā female (1/4 demon). 2) The 

daughter of Renya Altāno and the cambion (half-demon), Sadïnwä. 3) Born on Dardenk Vor. Her name 

has roots in the Ôrëńos language. 

aldor [ʌl.ˈdɑɹ] 1) n Bright person. 2) n Local star. 3) adj Primary. 

aldorvon [ʌl.dɑɹ.ˈvɑn] n 1) Greater intelligent person. 2) The most intelligent person out of several 

brilliant individuals. 3) Massive primary star. 4) aldor + von 

aldendora [ʌl.dɛn.dɑ.ˈɹʌ] n Prologue. 

apt [ʌpt; æpt] n 1) The letter <a>. 2) The written vowel <A/a> has two pronunciations, depending on 

context: When the <a> occurs at the beginning or the end of a word, it is pronounced as [ʌ]; in all 

other cases, it is pronounced as [æ]. In palatalization sandhi contexts, this vowel is pronounced as [aɪ] 

instead of [ʌ.j]. 

abend [ʌ.ˈbɛnd] n 1) Dirty hole or pit. 2) Hovel. 3) Rundown place. 

abnego [ʌb.nɛ.ˈɡo] n 1) Epilogue. 2) Time. 

abnegonavr [ʌb.nɛ.ɡo.ˈnæ.vɹ]̩ 1) adj Timeless. 2) rtwd abnego + navr 

aŕaga [ʌ.ˈrʰæ.ɡʌ] n Heart. 

ar [æɹ] 1) adj Complete. 2) n Complete. 3) adj Total. 4) n Total. 

-ar [æɹ] post sfx A suffix that attaches to nouns or adjectives to add a 'complete' or 'total' interpretation. 

ark [æɹk] n Copper. 

Arkvereen [æɹk.vɛ.ˈɹi.ɛn] 1) nprop The Copper River on Ôrëńen. 2) rtwd ark +ver + reen 

Armines [æɹ.mɪ.ˈnɛs] nprop A city on Ôrëńen. 

Aksreath [ʌks.ɹi.ˈæθ] nprop A city on Ôrëńen. 

anlat [ʌn.ˈlæt] v 1) Annihilate. 2) Destruct. 3) Obliterate. 

anlatkr [ʌn.ˈlæt.kɹ]̩ 1) n Annihilation. 2) n Destruction. 3) n Obliteration. 4) rtwd anlat + kr 

anlatar [ʌn.læ.ˈtæɹ] 1) expl Harbinger of doom. 2) expl A word that came about from the unification 

of the remains of the Valdorënā and Ńoldorënā societies into the Ôrëńā civilization. Originally a 

proper name, it became an epithet. 3) rtwd anlat + ar 



anremī [ʌn.ɹɛ.ˈmaɪ] n 1) Sound. 2) Voice. 

anüpta [ʌ.ˈnjup.tʌ] v Comprehend. 

anēb [ʌ.ˈnib] n 1) Sexual activity between equals, friends, or partners. 2) Sexual instinct. 3) Sexual 

urge. 

anēbms [ʌ.ˈnibms] 1) n Sex worker. 2) rtwd anēb + ms 

antis [ʌn.ˈtɪs] n 1) Distance. 2) Gap. 3) Interval. 4) Separation. 5) Span. 

Anïj vor [ʌ.ˈniʰʤ vɑɹ] nprop A planet in the Vasreseküla (Ring of Worlds). 

Andhika [ʌn.ˈðɪ.kʌ] nprop A city on Ôrëńen. 

Anvomeren [ʌn.vɑ.mɛ.ˈɹɛn] nprop The northwesternmost continent on Ôrëńen. 

ans [ʌns] quant All. 

amar [ʌ.ˈmæɹ] 1) n Male. 2) adj Masculine. 

Atülän [ʌ.tju.ˈlɑn] nprop 1) An island continent on Thandülńen Tatŕī. 2) A city of the same name as 

the continent. 

adha [/ʌ.ˈðʌ/] n 1) Conclusion. 2) End. 3) Final. 4) Last. 

Adama, Sirenī [ʌ.ˈdæ.mʌ, sɪ.ɹɛ.ˈnaɪ] nprop 1) Female Ērdëńā. 2) Born on Gaea. Her name has roots in 

the Ôrëńos language. 

avenda [ʌ.vɛn.ˈdʌ] v Foretell. 

Askādea [ʌs.ˈke.di.ʌ] nprop 1) Artificial superintelligence of Ôrëńen. 2) It controls the weapon 

systems for Plenda Kelidon (the Eternal City). 
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Friln [fɹɪln] nprop A city on Ôrëńen. 

fef [fɛf] n 1) The letter <f>. 2) This sound is similar to the <f> in the English word ‘full’ or ‘wolf’. 

fād [fed] prep As. 
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thoŕotā [θɑ.rʰɑ.ˈte] n Technology. 

Therendik [θɛ.ɹɛn.ˈdɪk] nprop 1) Male Ńoldorëńā. 2) He resisted Brińendēn's bid to gain control of 

Ôrëńen after the zïśāya (unification). 3) The resistance failed, and all surviving members became 

Ilondïn. 

Thekna [θɛk.ˈnʌ] nprop A city on Ôrëńen. 

theni [θɛ.ˈnɪ] v Ride. 

thenims [θɛ.ˈnɪms] 1) n Rider. 2) rtwd theni + ms 

thef [θɛf] n 1) The letter <th>. 2) This sound is similar to the <th> in the English word ‘think’ or 

‘bath’. 

Thandülńen [θæn.djul.ˈnʰen] nprop 1) A planet in the Vasreseküla (Ring of Worlds). 2) Known as 

Gaea and Earth to the modern Ērdëńā occupants (Thandülńen Tatŕī and Thandülńen Dokŕī in Ôrëńos). 
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chob [ʧɑb] 1) adv Today. 2) n Today. 

choblemb [ʧɑb.ˈlɛmb] 1) adv Yesterday. 2) n Yesterday. 3) rtwd chob + lemb 

chūl [ʧul] n Friend. 

cher [ʧɛɹ] comp That. 

chervek [ʧɛɹ.ˈvɛk] n 1) Innocence. 2) Purity. 

Chervekdülālen [ʧɛɹ.vɛk.dju.ˈle.lɛn] 1) nprop The Mountains of Purity on Ôrëńen. 2) rtwd chervek + 

dülā + len 

chendī [ʧɛn.ˈdaɪ] v Vomit. 

Chensik [ʧɛn.ˈdaɪ] nprop A city on Ôrëńen. 

chef [ʧɛf] n 1) The letter <ch>. 2) This sound is similar to the <ch> in the English word ‘church’. 

chāk [ʧek] n 1) Deference. 2) Respect. 

chāk- [ʧek] n pfx 1) Respectfully. 2) This term denotes both deference and respect. 3) It can be used 

on its own at the beginning of a phrase to denote that everything that follows is said with the utmost 

respect. 4) It can be prefixed before an individual’s name or title. 5) It can be used in other similar 

situations to show deference. 

chākbraktem [ˈʧek.bɹæk.tɛm] 1) exp Goodbye (formal). 2) exp This serves as a formal farewell 

between strangers, from an inferior to a superior, from a prisoner to a conqueror, and in other such 

situations where the parties are unknown to one another or where one is disadvantaged in some way. 

3) exp Disability does not play a role in the status of the individuals; Ôrëńā did not discriminate against 

disabled individuals, since they were usually magically more gifted. In fact, it was not entirely 

uncommon to find individuals self-maiming to enhance their magical powers. 4) rtwd chāk + braktem 

chākzevām [ʧek.zɛ.ˈvem] 1) exp Hello (formal). 2) exp This serves as a formal greeting between 

strangers, from an inferior to a superior, from a prisoner to a conqueror, and in other such situations 

where the parties are unknown to one another or where one is disadvantaged in some way. 3) exp 

Disability does not play a role in the status of the individuals; Ôrëńā did not discriminate against 

disabled individuals, since they were usually magically more gifted. In fact, it was not entirely 

uncommon to find individuals self-maiming to enhance their magical powers. 4) rtwd chāk + zevām 

chakmol [ʧæk.ˈmɑl] n Engine. 



Chakmol Püthoŕepa [ʧæk.ˈmɑl pju.θɑ.ˈrʰɛ.pʌ] nprop 1) Genesis Drive. 2) The interdimensional 

engine of the Hekton Verbā (Consiliency of Lines) and Ôrëńā starships. 

Chakmol Abnegovon [ʧæk.ˈmɑl ʌb.nɛ.ɡɑ.ˈvɑn] nprop 1) Deep Time Engine. 2) The basic engines of 

the Hekton Verbāül (Consiliency of Lines) and Ôrëńā starships. 

Chakmol Venkīyum [ʧæk.ˈmɑl vɛn.ˈkaɪ.jʌm] nprop 1) Ascension Engine. 2) The most sophisticated 

engine ever developed by the Ôrëńā. It is unique to Plenda Kelidon (the Eternal City). 
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tolëst [tɑ.ˈlɛʰst] n 1) Researcher. 2) Scholar. 3) Scientist. 

tobeka [tɑ.bɛ.ˈkʌ] n Gin. 

toren [tɑ.ˈɹɛn] n 1) Fog. 2) Mist. 

Torendülālen [tɑ.ɹɛn.dju.ˈle.lɛn] nprop 1) The Misty Mountains on Ôrëńen. 2) toren + dülā + len 

tok [tɑk] pro 1) I. 2) Me. 3) Mine. 

tokśo [ˈtɑk.ʃo] 1) pro Myself. 2) rtwd tok + śo 

Tūr Dūlra [tuɹ ˈdul.ɹʌ] nprop 1) A planet in the Vasreseküla (Ring of Worlds). 2) It's one of the 

stewardship civilizations subjugated beneath colonial Ôrëńā rule. 

turī [tʌ.ˈɹaɪ] v 1) Emit. 2) Radiate. 

tebna [tɛb.ˈnʌ] n 1) Parent's parent. 2) Grandparent. 

tebnajulr [tɛb.næ.ˈʤʌlɹ] 1) n Parent's parent. 2) n The generation before one's parents. 3) rtwd tebna 

+ julr 

tersī [tɛɹ.ˈsaɪ] multipnum 1) Billionfold. 2) Multiples of 1,000,000,000. 

tem [tɛm] n Measure. 

tea [ˈti.ʌ] n 1) Breeze. 2) Wind. 

tef [tɛf] n 1) The letter <t>. 2) The sound /t/ is similar to the <t> in the English word ‘bat’ or ‘step’. 

teśa [tɛ.ˈʃʌ] multipnum 1) Thousandfold. 2) Multiples of 1,000. 

tälea [ˈtɑ.li.ʌ] n 1) Regent. 2) Trustee. 

Tāosēvulän [te.o.si.vʌ.ˈlɑn] 1) nprop The cosmos as a whole, encompassing the Ôrëńā science and 

belief in the universe. 2) nprop The prāṇamaṇḍala. 3) rtwd tāose + ēvulän 

tāose [ˈte.o.sɛ] 1) n Electricity, the ability to produce energy. 2) v Energy, to provide with energy or 

power. 3) n Energy, prāṇa. 4) n Power, the ability to produce energy. 

tāduşva [te.ˈdʌsʰ.vʌ] n 1) Affection. 

tan [tæn] cardnum 1) Six. 2) 6. 

tanŕī [tæn.ˈrʰaɪ] 1) ordnum Sixth. 2) ordnum 6th. 3) rtwd tan + ŕī 

tansovr [tæn.sɑ.ˈvɹ ̩]̩ 1) cardnum Sixty. 2) cardnum 60. 3) rtwd tan + sovr 

tat [tæt] cardnum 1) One. 2) 1. 

tatbrenr [tæt.bɹɛ.ˈnɹ]̩ 1) cardnum One hundred. 2) cardnum 100. 3) rtwd tat + brenr 



tatbrenrom [tæt.bɹɛn.ˈɹɑ̩m] 1) cardnum One hundred five. 2) cardnum 105. 3) rtwd tat + brenr + rom 

tatbrenr tat [tæt.bɹɛ.ˈnɹ]̩ 1) cardnum One hundred one. 2) cardnum 101. 3) rtwd tat + brenr + tat 

tatbrenr doksovr tat [tæt.bɹɛ.ˈnɹ ̩dɑk.sɑ.ˈvɹ ̩ ̩tæt] 1) cardnum One hundred twenty-one. 2) cardnum 

121. 3) rtwd tat + brenr + dok + sovr + tat 

Tatŕovisk Vïkendrms [tæt.ˈrʰɑ.vɪsk ˈviʰ.kɛn.dɹm̩s] 1) nprop First Order Sorcerer. 2) nprop This refers 

to one's magical capacity or rank, with First being the lowest, up to Sovŕovisk Vïkendrms (Tenth Order 

Sorcerer), which is the strongest. 3) nprop The ranks from first to tenth are as follows: 

• First: Tatŕovisk Vïkendrms, [tæt.ˈrʰɑ.vɪsk ˈviʰ.kɛn.dɹm̩s] 

• Second: Dokŕovisk Vïkendrms, [dɑk.ˈrʰɑ.vɪsk ˈviʰ.kɛn.dɹm̩s] 

• Third: Gernŕovisk Vïkendrms, [ɡɛɹn.ˈrʰɑ.vɪsk ˈviʰ.kɛn.dɹm̩s] 

• Fourth: Vekŕovisk Vïkendrms, [vɛk.ˈrʰɑ.vɪsk ˈviʰ.kɛn.dɹm̩s] 

• Fifth: Romŕovisk Vïkendrms, [ɹɑm.ˈrʰɑ.vɪsk ˈviʰ.kɛn.dɹm̩s] 

• Sixth: Tanŕovisk Vïkendrms, [tæn.ˈrʰɑ.vɪsk ˈviʰ.kɛn.dɹm̩s] 

• Seventh: Jenŕovisk Vïkendrms, [ʤɛn.ˈrʰɑ.vɪsk ˈviʰ.kɛn.dɹm̩s] 

• Eighth: Batŕovisk Vïkendrms, [bæt.ˈrʰɑ.vɪsk ˈviʰ.kɛn.dɹm̩̩s] 

• Ninth: Nikteŕovisk Vïkendrms, [nɪk.tɛ.ˈrʰɑ.vɪsk ˈviʰ.kɛn.dɹm̩s] 

• Tenth: Sovŕovisk Vïkendrms, [sɑv.ˈrʰɑ.vɪsk ˈviʰ.kɛn.dɹm̩s] 4) rtwd tat + ŕo + visk + vïkendr + ms 

tatŕī [tæt.ˈrʰaɪ] 1) ordnum First. 2) ordnum 1st. 3) rtwd tat + ŕī 

tatruśa [tæt.ɹʌ.ˈʃʌ] 1) cardnum One million. 2) cardnum 1,000,000. 3) rtwd tat + ruśa 

tatersī [tæ.tɛɹ.ˈsaɪ] 1) cardnum One billion. 2) cardnum 1,000,000,000. 3) rtwd tat + tersī 

tateśa [tæ.tɛ.ˈʃʌ] 1) cardnum One thousand. 2) cardnum 1,000. 3) rtwd tat + teśa 

tatśard [tæt.ˈʃæɹd] 1) cardnum One trillion. 2) cardnum 1,000,000,000,000. 3) rtwd tat + śard 

tïbomnit [ˈtiʰ.bɑm.nɪt] n 1) Beast. 2) Animal (generic). 3) Creature (generic). 4) Organism (generic). 

5) This includes both sentient and subsentient classifications. The Ôrëńā held themselves superior to 

every race they encountered except, grudgingly, the Drakkëńā, Vidhartha, and Solëńā. 

tïth [tiʰθ] prep Ahead of. 

tī- [taɪ] prep pfx Subject agreement for 1st person plural subjects. 

-tī [(t)aɪ] post sfx 1) A. 2) Indefinite suffix for all plural nouns. 

t(u)- [t(ʌ)] prep pfx Subject agreement for 1st person singular subjects. 

  



 

Ï 
 

ïpt [iʰpt] n 1) The letter <ï>. 2) This sound is not typically found in English; it is produced the same 

as the /i/ vowel, but the sound drops off half way through as if the second half of the vowel is replaced 

by an /h/. 

ïŕā [iʰ.ˈrʰe] pro 1) Her. 2) Hers. 3) She. 4) A pronoun used to refer to those who identify as female. 

ïŕāśo [iʰ.rʰe.ˈʃo] 1) pro Herself. 2) pro A pronoun used to refer to those who identify as female. 3) rtwd 

ïŕā + śo 

ïŕa [iʰ.ˈrʰʌ] pro 1) He. 2) Him. 3) His. 4) A pronoun used to refer to those who identify as male. 

ïŕaśo [iʰ.rʰæ.'ʃo] 1) pro Himself. 2) pro A pronoun used to refer to those who identify as male. 3) rtwd 

ïŕa + śo 

ïkta [ˈiʰk.tʌ] n 1) Anal sphincter. 2) Anus. 

ïktabend [ˈiʰk.tæ.bɛnd] 1) expl Asshole. 2) expl Shithole. 3) rtwd ïkta + abend 

ïjek [ˈiʰ.ʤɛk] n 1) Degree. 2) Level. 3) Position. 4) Rank. 

ïgra [ˈiʰɡ.ɹʌ] n 1) Colony. 2) Community. 3) Outpost. 4) Settlement. 5) Frequently used as the second 

member in a compound word. 

ïstī [iʰs.ˈtaɪ] pro 1) Ours. 2) Us. 3) We. 4) A first person plural pronoun. 

ïstīśī [iʰs.taɪ.ˈʃaɪ] 1) pro Ourselves. 2) pro A first person plural pronoun. 3) rtwd ïstī + śī 

  



 

Î 
 

îpt [ɪʰpt] n 1) The letter <î>. 2) This sound is not typically found in English; it is produced the same 

as the /ɪ/ vowel, but the sound drops off half way through as if the second half of the vowel is replaced 

by an /h/. 

înth [ɪʰnθ] conn And. 

  



 

Ī 
 

īlum [ˈaɪ.lʌm] v 1) Burn. 2) Ignite. 

īpt [aɪpt] n 1) The letter <ī>. 2) This sound is similar to the <i> in the English word ‘abide’ or ‘ride’. 

-īb [aɪb] post sfx 1) Perfective. 2) Suffix used to denote the perfective aspect. 

īrima [ˈaɪ.ɹɪ.mʌ] n South. 

īv [aɪv] pro 1) You. 2) Your. 3) A second person singular pronoun. 

īvē [aɪ.ˈvi] pro 1) You. 2) Your. 3) A second person plural pronoun. 

īvēśī [aɪ.vi.ˈʃaɪ] 1) pro Yourselves. 2) pro A second person plural pronoun. 3) rtwd īvē + śī 

īvśo [aɪv.ˈʃo] 1) pro Yourself. 2) pro A second person singular pronoun. 3) rtwd īv + śo 

  



 

I 
 

Ilondïn [ɪ.lɑn.ˈdiʰn] nprop 1) Dissenter. 2) A small sect of Ôrëńā, composed of legacy Ńoldorëńā and 

Valdorëńā, that rejected the manifest destiny of the Ôrëńā. 3) They left Ôrëńen after the zïśāya 

(unification) and lived out their lives on other worlds in the former Ôrëńāmyana (Orena Empire). 4) 

Eventually, they all ascended to join the Ôrëńā in the Ôrëńmāńor (a sacred place) in the greater 

prāṇamaṇḍala. 

ipt [ɪpt] n 1) The letter <i>. 2) This sound is similar to the <i> in the English word ‘ship’ or ‘ninja’. 

inthros [ɪnθ.ˈɹos] v 1) Jump. 2) Leap. 

inthroskr [ɪn.θɹos.ˈkɹ]̩ 1) v Jumping. 2) v Leaping. 3) rtwd inthros + kr 

inthrosantis [ɪnθ.ɹo.sæn.ˈtɪs] 1) n Teleportation. 2) n Literally, "distance jump" or "distance jumping." 

3) rtwd inthros + antis or inthroskr + antis 

intadha [/ɪn.tæ.ˈðʌ/] v 1) Begin. 2) Initiate. 3) Start. 

inildū [ɪ.nɪl.ˈdu] n An island in water. 

indh [ɪnð] conn Or. 

Indāśkar [ɪn.ˈdeʃ.kæɹ] nprop 1) An alien race living on the planet Nīanidās. 2) The Indāśkar were at 

war for centuries with the Ērdëńā (human) population of Nīanidās until the humans managed to 

escape. 

indvā [ɪnd.ˈve] adj The color red. 

Imriknem [ɪm.ɹɪk.ˈnɛm] nprop A castle on Ôrëńen. 

imnīga [ɪm.ˈnaɪ.ɡʌ] n History. 

isrodel [ɪs.ɹɑ.ˈdɛl] n 1) Cost. 2) Price. 

  



 

Dh 
 

dhôr [ðɔɹ] v Let. 

dhūperā [ðu.pɛ.ˈɹe] aux 1) Must. 2) Obligation auxiliary. 

dhūperāvr [ðu.pɛ.ˈɹe.vɹ]̩ aux 1) Must not. 2) Negative obligation auxiliary. 

dhūperāvā [ðu.pɛ.ɹe.ˈve] aux 1) Must? 2) Interrogative obligation auxiliary. 

dhūperāvār [ðu.pɛ.ɹe.ˈveɹ] aux 1) Mustn't? 2) Negative interrogative obligation auxiliary. 

dhëperā [ðɛʰ.pɛ.ˈɹe] aux 1) May. 2) Permission auxiliary. 

dhëperāvr [ðɛʰ.pɛ.ˈɹe.vɹ]̩ aux 1) May not. 2) Negative permission auxiliary. 

dhëperāvā [/ðɛʰ.pɛ.ɹe.ˈve/] aux 1) May? 2) Interrogative permission auxiliary. 

dhëperāvār [ðɛʰ.pɛ.ɹe.ˈveɹ] aux 1) May not? 2) Negative interrogative permission auxiliary. 

dhës [ðɛʰs] prep Along. 

dhē [ði] prep 1) For. 2) Benefactive preposition. 

dhef [ðɛf] n 1) The letter <dh>. 2) This sound is similar to the <th> in the English word ‘this’ or 

‘bathe’. 

dhāş [ðesʰ] prep Against. 

dhid [ðɪd] prep Before. 

  



 

J 
 

joblī [ʤɑb.ˈlaɪ] v 1) Butcher. 2) Dismantle. 3) Dismember. 4) Disassemble. 5) Take apart. 

joŕeja [ʤɑ.ˈrʰɛ.ʤʌ] n 1) Embryo. 2) Nucleus. 

jorm [ʤɑɹm] n Thigh. 

jomī [ʤɑ.ˈmaɪ] n 1) First season. 2) From the summer solstice to the autumnal equinox. 

joven [ʤɑ.ˈvɛn] n Danger. 

josma [ʤos.ˈmʌ] n 1) Midday. 2) Noon. 

julr [ʤʌlɹ] n 1) Blood relation. 2) Generic term to denote a family member; usually one with whom 

one is not close. 

juljī [ʤʌl.ˈʤaɪ] v 1) Earn. 2) Gain. 3) Get. 4) Reap. 5) Receive. 

jukmī [ʤʌk.ˈmaɪ] v Explode. 

jum [ʤʌm] n Salt. 

jen [ʤɛn] cardnum 1) Seven. 2) 7. 

jenŕī [ʤɛn.ˈrʰaɪ] 1) ordnum Seventh. 2) ordnum 7th. 3) rtwd jen + ŕī 

jensovr [ʤɛn.sɑ.ˈvɹ ̩]̩ cardnum 1) Seventy. 2) 70. 3) jen + sovr 

jemnos [ʤɛm.ˈnos] n 1) Light. 2) Electromagnetic radiation. 

jef [ʤɛf] n 1) The letter <j>. 2) This sound is similar to the <j> and the <dge> in the English word 

‘judge’. 

jāk- [ʤek] prep pfx 1) Blood relation (female) 2) Female relative. 

jākŕada [ʤek.ˈrʰæ.dʌ] 1) n Sibling (female). 2) n Sister. 3) rtwd jāk + ŕada 

jāknāta [ʤek.ˈne.tʌ] 1) n Progenitor (female). 2) n Mother. 3) rtwd jāk + nāta 

jāktebna [ʤek.tɛb.ˈnʌ] 1) n Parent's parent (female). 2) n Grandmother on either side of the family. 

3) rtwd jāk + tebna 

jākjulr [ˈʤek.ʤʌlɹ] 1) n Relation (female). 2) n Generic term to denote a female family member; 

usually one with whom one is not close. 3) rtwd jāk + julr 

jākderna [ˈʤek.dɛɹ.nʌ] 1) n Offspring (female). 2) n Daughter. 3) rtwd jāk + derna 

jarnā [jæɹ.ˈne] n 1) Dad. 2) Daddy. 3) Father. 4) Papa. 5) Affectionate diminutive. 

jav [ʤæv] comp If. 

jasta [ʤæs.ˈtʌ] n 1) Feast. 2) Meal. 3) Picnic. 



jībneta [ˈʤaɪb.nɛ.tʌ] n Torso. 

  



 

D 
 

dolānek [dɑ.ˈle.nɛk] 1) n Astral realm. 2) n A term collectively referring to any of the various astral 

planes where noncorporeal mentalities reside. These include the Abyss, the Ninth Circle, and the 

Submerged Realm. 3) rtwd dola + ānek 

dola [dɑ.ˈlʌ] adj 1) Formless. 2) Insubstantial. 3) Without shape or structure. 

dornekā [dɑɹ.nɛ.ˈke] n 1) Baby. 2) Infant. 

Dormel [dɑɹ.ˈmɛl] nprop A city on Ôrëńen. 

dormā [dɑɹ.ˈme] 1) adj Day cycle. 2) n Day cycle. 3) n Unit of time. 4) n A day on Ôrëńen is 17.8 hours 

long, with 50 minutes per hour, 100 minutes per hour, and 100 seconds per minute. 

dok [dɑk] cardnum 1) Two. 2) 2. 

dokbrenr [dɑk.bɹɛ.ˈnɹ]̩ 1) cardnum Two hundred. 2) cardnum 200. 3) rtwd dok + brenr 

dokŕī [dɑk.ˈrʰaɪ] 1) ordnum Second. 2) ordnum 2nd. 3) rtwd dok + ŕī 

doksovr [dɑk.sɑ.ˈvɹ ̩]̩ 1) cardnum Twenty. 2) cardnum 20. 3) rtwd dok + sovr 

doksovrom [dɑk.sɑv.ˈɹɑ̩m] 1) cardnum Twenty-five. 2) cardnum 25. 3) rtwd dok + sovr + rom 

doksovr tat [dɑk.sɑ.ˈvɹ ̩ ̩tæt] 1) cardnum Twenty-one. 2) cardnum 21. 3) rtwd dok + sover + tat 

doksovr dok [dɑk.sɑ.ˈvɹ ̩ ̩dɑk] cardnum 1) Twenty-two. 2) 22. 3) dok + sover + dok 

doksovr vek [dɑk.sɑ.ˈvɹ ̩ ̩vɛk] 1) cardnum Twenty-four. 2) cardnum 24. 3) rtwd dok + sovr + vek 

doksovr gern [dɑk.sɑ.ˈvɹ ̩ ̩ɡɛɹn] cardnum 1) Twenty-three. 2) 23. 3) dok + sovr + gern 

dôlbo [ˈdɔl.bo] n 1) Person. 2) Individual. 

drej [dɹɛʤ] n 1) Instructor. 2) Mentor. 3) Teacher. 

Drej Tälea [dɹɛʤ ˈtɑ.li.ʌ] nprop 1) Regent Teacher. 2) Teachers of the Vïkendrms Verbā (Consiliency 

of Sorcerers). 

drakë [dɹæ.ˈkɛʰ] adj 1) Draconic. 2) Reptilian. 

drakëńā [dɹæ.kɛʰ.ˈnʰe] 1) nprop The Ôrëńā name for a race of sentient, dragon-like beings. 2) nprop 

The only other species the Ôrëńā grudgingly acknowledge are more evolved. 3) rtwd drakë + ńā 

dülā [dju.ˈle] n Mountain. 

dülālen [dju.ˈle.lɛn] 1) n Mountain range. 2) rtwd dülā + len 

dustī [dʌs.ˈtaɪ] v 1) Execute. 2) Kill. 3) Murder. 

dustīms [dʌs.ˈtaɪms] 1) n Executioner. 2) n Killer. 3) n Murderer. 4) rtwd dustī + ms 



-dē [di] 1) sfx -ly. 2) sfx Adverbializer. 

Delonek [dɛ.lɑ.ˈnɛk] nprop 1) Male Valdorëńā. 2) Nerïtôrëlän of the Nëftelemnen. 3) Brińendēn's 

father. 

derna [dɛɹ.ˈnʌ] n 1) Offspring. 2) Child. 

-demb [dɛmb] post sfx 1) A suffix that attaches to verbs to indicate the future tense. 2) A suffix that 

attaches to nouns to indicate a future or 'next' event (e.g., 'next year'; 'tomorrow'). 

demīb [dɛm.ˈaɪb] v Make. 

def [dɛf] n 1) The letter <d>. 2) The sound /d/ is similar to the <d> in the English word ‘bad’ or ‘deep’. 

detrebī [dɛ.tɹɛ.ˈbaɪ] n Masturbate. 

dej [dɛʤ] 1) n Sit. 2) v Sit. 

devar [dɛ.ˈvæɹ] n Mentation. 

Dāmartā [de.mæɹ.ˈte] nprop 1) Artificial superintelligence of Ôrëńen. 2) The mentality that controls 

Plenda Kelidon (the Eternal City). 

Darhavil [dæɹ.hæ.ˈvɪl] nprop What the people of Gaea call the language of Darhavilon (Ërūveul, 

Ôrëńen). 

Darhavilon [dæɹ.hæ.vɪ.ˈlɑn] nprop What the people of Gaea call Ërūveul (Ôrëńen). 

Dardenk Vor [dæɹ.ˈdɛnk vɑɹ] nprop A planet in the Vasreseküla (Ring of Worlds). 

dïbs [diʰbs] v 1) Concern. 2) Regard. 

dïbskr [ˈdiʰbs.kɹ]̩ prep 1) Concerning. 2) Regarding. 

-dī [daɪ] n sfx 1) Imperative. 2) Suffix used to denote the imperative mood. 

-din [dɪn] n sfx A suffix that denotes a magical artifact or object. 

  



 

Z 
 

zob [zɑb] n 1) Fake. 

zobdē [ˈzɑb.di] adv Falsely. 

zuhea [zʌ.ˈhi.ʌ] n Skull. 

zelinā [zɛ.lɪ.ˈne] n Sky. 

zelinaldū [zɛ.lɪ.næl.ˈdu] 1) n Skyland. 2) n An island floating in the sky. 3) rtwd zelinā + inildū 

Zelsapa [zɛl.sæ.ˈpʌ] nprop A fortress-bridge on Ôrëńen. 

zek [zɛk] n Age. 

zeng [zɛnɡ] n Armpit. 

zef [zɛf] n 1) The letter <z>. 2) This sound is similar to the <z> in the English word ‘zap’ or ‘ziti’. 

zevām [zɛ.ˈvem] exp 1) Hello (informal). 2) How are you (informal). 

zesed [zɛ.ˈsɛd] 1) adj Broken. 2) v Break. 

Zesedülālen [zɛ.sɛ.dju.ˈle.lɛn] nprop 1) The Broken Mountains on Ôrëńen. 2) zesed + dülā + len 

zāa [ˈze.ʌ] n Rib. 

zāg [zeɡ] pro That. 

zaptika [zæp.tɪ.ˈkʌ] v Exist. 

zant [zænt] adj 1) Many. 2) More. 3) Most. 

-zant [zænt] post sfx 1) More. 2) A suffix that attaches to adjectives to create a comparatie or 

superlative interpretation. 

zïbe [ˈziʰ.bɛ] n Breast. 

zïne [ˈziʰ.nɛ] cardnum 1) Zero. 2) 0. 

zïśāya [ziʰ.ˈʃe.yʌ] n 1) Unification. 2) The assimilation of the Ńoldorëńā by the Valdorëńā. 

Zikromina [zɪk.ɹɑ.mɪ.ˈnʌ] nprop The northeasternmost continent on Ôrëńen, controlled by the 

Valdorëńā. 

  



 

V 
 

Volotin [vɑ.lɑ.ˈtɪn] nprop A city on Ôrëńen. 

volendra [vɑ.lɛn.ˈdɹʌ] n 1) Gate. 2) Mouth. 3) Port. 

Volendra Dolānek [vɑ.lɛn.ˈdɹʌ dɑ.ˈle.nɛk] 1) nprop The Infernal Gate system provides transport 

across the Vasreseküla (Ring of Worlds) of the Ôrëńāmyana (Ôrëńā Empire). 2) rtwd volendra + dola 

+ ānek 

vobonŕoa [vɑ.bɑn.ˈrʰo.ʌ] n Beer. 

voktem [vɑk.ˈtɛm] quant Unit of measure. 

voksen [vɑk.ˈsɛn] n Event. 

von [vɑn] adj 1) Big. 2) Enormous. 3) Great. 4) Large. 5) Massive. 

-von [vɑn] post sfx 1) Big. 2) A suffix that attaches to nouns to add a big, enormous, great, large, or 

massive interpretation. 

vonotar [vɑ.nɑ.ˈtæɹ] n 1) Balance. 2) Harmony. 

vonotaryovar [vɑ.nɑ.tæɹ.jɑ.ˈvæɹ] 1) n Emotional balance/harmony. 2) n This is a positive 

philosophical-spiritual observation of one's emotional balance or harmony. 3) n Applied to those who 

do conform. 4) rtwd vonotar + jovar 

vonotardevar [vɑ.nɑ.tæɹ.dɛ.ˈvæɹ] 1) n Mental balance. 2) n Mental harmony. 3) n This is a positive 

philosophical-spiritual observation of one's mental balance or harmony. Applied to those who do 

conform. 4) rtwd vonotar + devar 

Vodens [vɑ.ˈdɛns] nprop A city on Ôrëńen. 

Vôladhîs [vɔl.lɑð.ˈɪʰs] nprop 1) Male Drakëńā living on Ërūveul. 2) Hatchling sired by Veledhül. He's 

only twenty thousand years old and disenfranchised with the Drakëńā way of life. He appears as an 

older man with Ńoldorëńā features. 

vūv [vuv] prep From. 

Vēna Sufūd [ˈvi.nʌ sʌ.ˈfud] nprop Female Ôrëńā. 

Veledhül [vɛ.lɛ.ˈðjul] nprop 1) Male Drakëńā. 2) Clutch mate to Valälinsīnos. 

vebnū [vɛb.ˈnu] n 1) Fantasy. 2) Illusion. 

vebī [vɛ.ˈbaɪ] v 1) Act. 2) Behave. 

ver [vɛɹ] n Water. 



veroa [vɛ.ˈɹɑ.ʌ] n 1) Condition. 2) State of being. 

verbā [vɛɹ.ˈbe] n 1) Agreement. 2) Alignment. 3) Consilient. 

verbāül [vɛɹ.be.ˈjul] 1) adj Agreed or agreeable. 2) adj Aligned or alignable. 3) adj Consiliency. 4) rtwd 

verbā + ül 

vereen [vɛ.ˈɹi.ɛn] n 1) Artery (waterway). 2) Canal. 3) River. 4) This refers to fluids flowing in a 

channel, conduit, or other waterway, whether artificial or natural. 

verkr [vɛɹ.ˈkɹ]̩ 1) n Watering. 2) rtwd ver + kr 

verkalen [vɛɹ.kæ.ˈlɛn] n Lake. 

verms [vɛɹms] n 1) On who provides water. 2) Waterer. 

verjukulen [vɛɹ.ʤʌ.kʌ.ˈlɛn] 1) n Ocean. 2) rtwd ver + jum + kalen 

verjum [vɛɹ.ˈʤʌm] 1) adj Saltwater. 2) rtwd ver + jum 

verdenda [vɛɹ.dɛn.ˈdʌ] nprop A city on Ôrëńen. 

vergola [vɛɹ.ɡɑ.ˈlʌ] n Hip. 

vek [vɛk] cardnum 1) Four. 2) 4. 

vekŕī [vɛk.ˈrʰaɪ] 1) ordnum Fourth. 2) ordnum 4th. 3) rtwd vek + ŕī 

veksovr [vɛk.sɑ.ˈvɹ ̩]̩ 1) cardnum Forty. 2) cardnum 40. 3) rtwd vek + sovr 

venetā [vɛ.nɛ.ˈte] n 1) Ocean. 2) Sea. 

venkīyum [vɛn.ˈkaɪ.jʌm] n 1) Ascension. 2) Sublimation. 3) The process of assimilating prāṇa to move 

to a higher density of the prāṇamaṇḍala. 

Vendrëńen [vɛn.dɹɛʰ.ˈnʰen] nprop 1) A planet in the Vasreseküla (Ring of Worlds). 2) The Ôrëńā name 

for a planet the Ērdëńā (human species) population called Egräna. 

vende [vɛn.ˈdɛ] 1) adj Feminine. 2) n Female. 

vens [vɛns] adj Intense. 

vef [vɛf] n 1) The letter <v>. 2) This sound is similar to the <v> in the English word ‘very’ or ‘glaive’. 

vev [vɛv] 1) adj Much. A great degree, extent, or quantity. 2) adv Much. Something great or 

remarkable. 3) n Much. To a great degree or extent. 

vevruk [vɛv.ˈɹʌk] n 1) Prosperity. 2) Wealth. 

vevra [vɛv.ˈɹʌ] adj 1) Abundant. 2) Bountiful. 3) Lush. 

vā [ve] pro Question particle: who, what, where, when, why, how. 

vāla [ˈve.lʌ] n 1) Ascended being. 2) Celestial being. 3) A being that once lived in the material planes 

of the prāṇamaṇḍala but ascended to a greater density of prāṇa. 



vār [veɹ] aux Negative question particle. 

vāem [ˈve.ɛm] adj 1) Abrupt. 2) Sudden. 3) Swift. 

vāgoī [ve.ɡo.ˈaɪ] v 1) Achieve. 2) Accomplish. 3) Attain the desired outcome or result. 

val [væl] v Set. 

Valkunrāng [væl.kʌn.ˈɹenɡ] nprop 1) A city, fortress, and country on Dardenk Vor. 2) Created ages 

ago by what the native Ērdëńā (human species) call the Builders. 

Valälinsīnos [væ.lɑ.lɪn.ˈsaɪ.nos] nprop 1) Female Drakëńā. 2) Clutch mate to Veledhül. 

Valas Amris [væ.ˈlæs ʌm.ˈɹɪs] nprop 1) Ascended being. 2) The Celestial Bird. 

valdor [væl.ˈdɑɹ] n 1) Dusk. 2) Dusktime. 3) Sunset. 

valdorūit [væl.dɑ.ˈɹu.ɪt] 1) n Dusk outside. 2) n Sunset outside. 3) rtwd val + aldor + ūit 

Valdorëńā [væl.dɑ.ɹɛʰ.ˈnʰe] 1) nprop Dusktimers. 2) nprop An ethnic subgroup of the Ôrëńā who were 

assimilated during the zïśāya (unification). 3) rtwd val + aldor + ôrëńā 

vab [væb] n Tail. 

varnān [væɹ.ˈnen] n 1) Commonality. 2) Masses. 3) Proletariat. 

varte [væɹ.ˈtɛ] n Wine. 

vakso [væk.so] adj Left. 

vasres [væs.ˈɹɛs] n 1) Planet. 2) World. 

Vasreseküla [væs.ɹɛ.sɛ.ˈkju.lʌ] 1) nprop The Ring of Worlds of the Ôrëńāmyana (Ôrëńā Empire). 2) 

rtwd vasres + eküla 

vïl- [viʰl] prep pfx 1) Blood relation (male). 2) Male relative. 

vïlŕada [viʰl.ˈrʰæ.dʌ] 1) n Sibling (male). 2) n Brother. 3) rtwd vïl + ŕada 

vïlnāta [viʰl.ˈne.tʌ] 1) n Progenitor (male). 2) n Father. 3) rtwd vïl + nāta 

vïltebna [ˈviʰl.tɛb.nʌ] 1) n Parent's parent (male). 2) n Grandfather on either side of the family. 3) rtwd 

vïl + tebna 

vïljulr [ˈviʰl.ʤʌlɹ] 1) n Relation (male). 2) n Generic term to denote a male family member; usually 

one with whom one is not close. 3) rtwd vïl + julr 

vïlderna [ˈviʰl.dɛɹ.nʌ] 1) n Male offspring. 2) n Son. 3) rtwd vïl + derna 

vïkendr [ˈviʰ.kɛn.dɹ]̩ n 1) Magic. 2) Sorcery. 

vïkendrms [ˈviʰ.kɛn.dɹm̩s] n 1) Magician. 2) Sorcerer. 

vïveks [ˈviʰ.vɛks] n 1) Combatant. 2) Warrior. 

Vïveksdülā [viʰ.vɛks.dju.ˈle] 1) nprop Warrior Mountain on Ôrëńen. 2) rtwd vïveks + dülā 



vïsoe [ˈviʰ.so.ɛ] n Ear. 

vī- [vaɪ] prep pfx Subject agreement for 2nd person plural subjects. 

vīkta [ˈvaɪk.tʌ] adj 1) Dead. 2) Deceased. 

vīfer [ˈvaɪ.fɛr] prep Across. 

viktem [vɪk.ˈtɛm] quant 1) Femto. 2) Unit of measure. 

Vinipelētes [vɪ.nɪ.pɛ.ˈli.tɛs] nprop Ruins on Ôrëńen. 

Vindel [vɪn.ˈdɛl] nprop A city on Ôrëńen. 

-visk [vɪsk] post sfx 1) Arrangement. 2) Class. 3) Collection. 4) Group. 5) Order. 

Visike [vɪ.sɪ.ˈkɛ] nprop A city on Ôrëńen. 

v(u)- [v(ʌ)] prep pfx Subject agreement for 2nd person singular subjects. 

  



 

G 
 

gôld [ɡɔld] prep By. 

gôz [ɡɔz] prep 1) By. 2) As in created by, or authored by. 

groste [ɡɹos.ˈtɛ] n 1) Bird. 2) Animal classification for bird-like creatures. 

grablī [ɡɹæb.ˈlaɪ] v Forget. 

gü- [ɡju] n pfx 1) Family by contract. 2) Family relations through tāduşvādake. 3) In-law. 

güŕada [ɡju.ˈrʰæ.dʌ] 1) n Sibling-by-contract. 2) n Brother-in-law. 3) n Sister-in-law. 4) n Brother or 

sister through tāduşvādake. 5) rtwd gü + ŕada 

günāta [ɡju.ˈne.tʌ] 1) n Parent-by-contract. 2) n Father-in-law 3) n Mother-in-law. 4) n Father or 

mother through tāduşvādake. 5) rtwd gü + nāta 

güderna [ˈgju.dɛɹ.nʌ] 1) n Offspring-by-contract. 2) n Daughter-in-law. 3) n Son-in-law. 4) n Daughter 

or son through tāduşvādake. 5) rtwd gü + derna 

gern [ɡɛɹn] cardnum 1) Three. 2) 3. 

gernŕī [gɛɹn.ˈrʰaɪ] 1) ordnum Third. 2) ordnum 3rd. 3) rtwd gern + ŕī 

gernsovr [ɡɛɹn.sɑ.ˈvɹ ̩]̩ 1) cardnum Thirty. 2) cardnum 30. 3) rtwd gern + sovr 

gena [ɡɛ.ˈnʌ] n 1) Intense. 2) Potent. 3) Violent. 

-gena [ɡɛ.ˈnʌ] post sfx A suffix that attaches to nouns or adjectives to add an 'intense', 'potent', or 

'violent' interpretation. 

genaeskï [ɡɛ.næ.ɛs.ˈkiʰ] 1) adj Booming. 2) adj Thundering. 3) rtwd gena + eskï 

genanēb [ɡɛ.nʌ.ˈnib] 1) adj Kinky sex. 2) adj Raunchy sex. 3) adj Rough sex (consensual). 4) rtwd gena 

+ anēb 

genatea [ɡɛ.næ.ˈti.ʌ] n 1) Gale. 2) Howling wind. 3) Violent wind. 4) gena + tea 

gef [ɡɛf] n 1) The letter <g>. 2) The sound /ɡ/ is similar to the <g> in the English word ‘give’ or ‘tag’. 

Geflonda [ɡɛf.lɑn.ˈdʌ] 1) nprop A neutral city on Ôrëńen. 2) rtwd gef + londa 

gābet [ɡe.ˈbɛt] n Moment. 

gāba [ˈɡe.bʌ] n 1) Empathy. 2) Essence. 3) Ghost. 4) Soul. 5) Spirit. 

gāme [ɡe.ˈmɛ] n 1) Analogy. 2) Comparison. 3) Similitude. 

gana [ɡæ.ˈnʌ] n 1) Motivation. 2) Passion. 3) Potency. 4) Vigor. 5) This refers to the energy of stimulus 

in an organism. 



ganamar [ɡæ.næ.ˈmæɹ] 1) adj Masculine vigor. 2) adj Male or masculine motivation, passion, potency, 

or vigor. 3) adj This refers to the energy of stimulus in the male or masculine organism. Used in 

reference to a person, it implies a certain tendency. 4) adj Present in both females and males, the term 

is applied equally to both in reference to pursuits, activities, or personality characteristics that fit the 

notion. 5) rtwd gana + amar 

ganavende [ɡæ.næ.vɛn.ˈdɛ] 1) adj Feminine vigor. 2) adj Female or feminine motivation, passion, 

potency, or vigor. 3) adj This refers to the energy of stimulus in the female or feminine organism. Used 

in reference to a person, it implies a certain tendency. 4) adj Present in both females and males, the 

term is applied equally to both in reference to pursuits, activities, or personality characteristics that 

fit the notion. 5) rtwd gana + vende 

gamet [ɡæ.ˈmɛt] n 1) Deep thinker. 2) Philosopher. 

gametolëst [ɡæ.mɛ.tɑ.ˈlɛʰst] 1) n Philosopher-scientist. 2) n This term encompasses a gamut of 

concepts: scholars who study the mind and emotions; researchers into awareness and consciousness; 

scientists and philosophers whose studies enrich the knowledge of the entire species. 3) rtwd gamet + 

tolëst 

g(u)- [ɡ(ʌ)] prep pfx Subject agreement for an unspecified subject. 

  



 

Ś 
 

-śo [ʃo] post sfx 1) The. 2) Definiteness suffix for 1st or 2nd person singular nouns. 

śobe [ˈʃɑ.bɛ] n Party. 

śote [ˈʃɑ.tɛ] n 1) Cover. 2) Lid. 

śotsākme [ʃɑt.ˈsek.mɛ] 1) n Eyelid. 2) rtwd śote + sākme 

śosta [ˈʃos.tʌ] n 1) Fool. 2) Idiot. 

ślobeter [ˈʃlɑ.bɛ.tɛr] n Organ (nonspecific anatomical reference). 

ślotī [ʃlɑ.ˈtaɪ] 1) n Rift. 2) v Rift. 3) n Tear. 4) v Tear, 

Ślotī Püthoŕepa [ʃlɑ.ˈtaɪ pju.θɑ.ˈrʰɛ.pʌ] nprop 1) Genesis Rift. 2) The primary power source of the 

Consiliency worldships. 

ślukta [ˈsʰlʌk.tʌ] n Whiskey. 

śeba [ˈʃɛ.bʌ] n Alphabet. 

śef [ʃɛf] n 1) The letter <ś>. 2) This sound is similar to the <sh> in the English word ‘ship’ or ‘dish’. 

Śejemā [ʃɛ.ʤɛ.ˈme] nprop 1) Drakëńā female. 2) The First of All Mothers, the oldest known being in 

the universe. She is infinite and her dreams create reality. 

śāb [ʃeb] 1) expl Dickhead. 2) n Knob. 

śard [ʃæɹd] multipnum 1) Trillionfold. 2) Multiples of 1,000,000,000,000. 

śavte [ˈʃæv.tɛ] n 1) Fish. 2) Animal classification of fish-like creatures. 

-śī [ʃaɪ] post sfx 1) The. 2) Definiteness suffix for 1st or 2nd person plural nouns. 

Śibva [ʃɪb.ˈvʌ] nprop A city on Ôrëńen. 

  



 

Ş 
 

şo [sʰo] aux Auxiliary verb to denote the passive voice. 

şef [sʰɛf] n 1) The letter <ş>. 2) This sound is not typically found in English; it is produced in the same 

manner as /s/ but is followed by an extra burst of air. 

  



 

S 
 

solë [sɑ.ˈlɛʰ] adj 1) Mysterious. 2) Unknowable. 

Solëńā [sɑ.lɛʰ.ˈnʰe] nprop Alien race of mysterious origins. The Ôrëńā never figured them out. 

Solvereen [sɑl.vɛ.ɹi.ɛn] 1) nprop The River of Mysteries on Ôrëńen. 2) rtwd solë + ver + reen 

Sokbā, Alura [sɑk.ˈbe, ʌ.lʌ.ˈɹʌ] nprop 1) Female ghūl. 2) Born on Gaea. Her name has roots in the 

Ôrëńos language. 

songŕī [sɑnɡ.ˈɹaɪ] v 1) Anticipate. 2) Wait. 

sotha [sɑ.ˈθʌ] adj Black. 

Sotha, Amnen [sɑ.ˈθʌ, ʌm.ˈnɛn] nprop 1) Female Ôrëńā. 2) A gametolëst. She worked with Brińendēn 

to create the Hekton Verbā (Consiliency of Lines). 3) She became known as Amnen Sotha (Amnen the 

Black) because of the color of her magical corona. 

sodra [sɑd.ɹʌ] n 1) Crystal (generic). 2) Prism. 

Sodraverkalen [sɑd.ɹæ.vɛɹ.kæ.ˈlɛn] 1) nprop Prism Lake on Ôrëńen. 2) rtwd sodra + ver + kalen 

sov [sɑv] cardnum 1) Ten. 2) 10. 

sovbat [sɑv.ˈbæt] 1) cardnum Eighteen. 2) cardnum 18. 3) rtwd sov + bat 

sovŕī [sɑv.ˈrʰaɪ] 1) ordnum Tenth. 2) ordnum 10th. 3) rtwd sov + ŕī 

sovr [sɑ.ˈvɹ]̩ multipnum 1) Tenfold. 2) Multiples of 10. 

sovrom [sɑv.ˈɹɑm] 1) cardnum Fifteen. 2) cardnum 15. 3) rtwd sov + rom 

sovek [sɑ.ˈvɛk] 1) cardnum Fourteen. 2) cardnum 14. 3) rtwd sov + vek 

sovnikte [sɑv.nɪk.ˈtɛ] 1) cardnum Nineteen. 2) cardnum 19. 3) rtwd sov + nikte 

sovtan [sɑv.ˈtæn] 1) cardnum Sixteen. 2) cardnum 16. 3) rtwd sov + tan 

sovtat [sɑv.ˈtæt] 1) cardnum Eleven. 2) cardnum 11. 3) rtwd sov + tat 

sovjen [sɑv.ˈʤɛn] 1) cardnum Seventeen. 2) cardnum 17. 3) rtwd sov + jen 

sovdok [sɑv.ˈdɑk] 1) cardnum Twelve. 2) cardnum 12. 3) rtwd sov + dok 

sovgern [sɑv.ˈɡɛɹn] 1) cardnum Thirteen. 2) cardnum 13. 3) rtwd sov + gern 

Sośāvik [sɑ.ˈʃe.vɪk] nprop 1) Artificial superintelligence of Ôrëńen. 2) It governs all remaining Ôrëńā 

subsentient systems, including the Volendra Dolānek (Infernal Gate system), at this density of the 

prāṇamaṇḍala. 3) It does not control the master copy of Brińendēn, the Hekton Verba (Consilient 

Line), Plenda Kelidon (Eternal City), or Askādea. 



sôt [sɔt] prep Off. 

Sūdarśinëk [su.dæɹ.ʃɪn.ˈnɛʰk] nprop 1) The Valdorëńā capital. 2) The capital of the planet Ërūveul 

(Ôrëńen). 

sūvīlum [su.ˈvaɪ.lʌm] 1) n Star. 2) rtwd sūvi + īlum 

sūvīlumńen [su.ˈvaɪ.lʌm.nʰɛn] 1) n Nebula (literally, star birthplace). 2) rtwd sūvīlum + ńen 

sūvi [su.ˈvɪ] n 1) Glimmer. 2) Sparkle. 

subojī [sʌ.bɑ.ˈʤaɪ] n Muscle. 

subend [sʌ.ˈbɛnd] n Vein. 

Suneüsarkem [sʌ.ni.ˈju.sæɹ.kɛm] nprop 1) A city on Ôrëńen. 2) A city built under the sea. 

se- [sɛ] prep pfx 1) Subject agreement. 2) Subject agreement for 3rd person subjects (singular or plural). 

Septalvendra [sɛp.tæl.ˈvɛn.dɹʌ] nprop 1) A continent on Ôrëńen. 2) The southwesternmost continent 

on Ôrëńen, controlled by the Ńoldorëńā. 

sernā [sɛɹ.ˈne] n 1) Adult. 2) Fully matured. 3) This denotes either a full-grown example of a species 

or an adult referred to in conversation. 

sernākevr [sɛɹ.ˈne.kɛ.vɹ]̩ 1) adj Elder. 2) adj An elder adult, someone old enough to be treated with 

deference and respect due to their great age. 3) adj Since Ôrëńā were long-lived and showed few signs 

of advanced age, they tended to treat people as youthful for many centuries and only as elders after 

more than two thousand years or so of life. 4) rtwd sernā + kevr 

sernānek [sɛɹ.ˈne.nɛk] 1) n A smaller person. 2) n Youngsters, youths, or teens, but not babies. 3) rtwd 

sernā + nek 

sena [sɛ.ˈnʌ] adv Then. 

semenet [sɛ.mɛ.ˈnɛt] n 1) Arthropod. 2) Animal classification for arthropod-like creatures. 

sef [sɛf] n 1) The letter <s>. 2) This sound is similar to the <s> in the English word ‘sky’ or ‘bliss’. 

sev [sɛv] prep 1) On. 2) Onto. 

severa [sɛ.vɛ.ˈɹʌ] v 1) Die. 2) Expire. 

skelven [skɛl.ˈvɛn] n 1) Handwriting. 2) Script. 3) Typeface. 

smalïna [smæ.ˈliʰ.nʌ] n Abdomen. 

sākme [ˈsek.mɛ] n Eye. 

sāvlän [sev.ˈlɑn] 1) n Center. 2) adj Central. 3) adj Heart. 4) adj Hub. 5) adj Interior. 

Sāvlän Bälend [sev.ˈlɑn ˈbɑ.lɛnd] nprop 1) Sāvlän Bälend (Central Nexus, Nephilim Temple) are part 

of the Volendra Dolānek (Infernal Gate system). 2) The subsentient automation running the Sāvlän 



Bälend is higher-functioning and has more tasks to fulfill for the system. 3) Part of the Volendra 

Dolānek (Infernal Gate system), Sāvlän Bälend (Central Nexus, Nephilim Temple) provide transit 

platforms to travel the Vasreseküla (Ring of Worlds), along with Bälend (Nexus, Nephilim Temple) 

and Nïklend (Annex, Gatehouse). 

sala [sæ.ˈlʌ] n 1) Fourth season. 2) From the vernal equinox to the summer solstice. 

sabea [sæ.ˈbi.ʌ] n Anger. 

sabear [sæ.ˈbɛ.ʌɹ] 1) adj Furious. 2) adj Rage. 3) rtwd sabea + ar 

sabeanek [sæ.ˈbɛ.ʌ.nɛk] 1) v Exasperate. 2) v Irritate. 3) rtwd sabea + nek 

Sadïnwä [sæ.diʰn.ˈwaʰ] nprop 1) Abyssal male. 2) Cambion (half-demon). 

Saclendra, Ävidä [sʌ.ˈklɛn.dɹʌ, ɑ.vɪ.ˈdaʰ] nprop 1) Male archlīc. 2) Born on Gaea. His name has roots 

in the Ôrëńos language. 

Steensūl [sti.ɛn.ˈsul] nprop A city on Ôrëńen. 

sîdruv [ˈsɪʰd.ɹʌv] n Love. 

sîdruvens [ˈsɪʰd.ɹʌ.vɛns] n 1) Fetish. 2) Fixation. 3) Infatuation. 4) Obsession. 

simna [sɪm.ˈnʌ] n 1) Dream. 2) Hallucination. 

Simnavereen [sɪm.næ.vɛ.ˈɹi.ɛn] 1) nprop The River of Dreams on Ôrëńen. 2) rtwd simna + ver + reen 

Simnaverkalen [sɪm.næ.vɛɹ.kæ.ˈlɛn] 1) nprop The Lake of Dreams on Ôrëńen. 2) rtwd simna + ver + 

kalen 
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